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ABSTRACT

The mitigation of global warming is one of the greatest challenges of the 21st century.
To reduce the emission of greenhouse gases, fossil fuels are being replaced with
renewable energies. The increased share of solar and wind energy poses a complex
challenge to the electricity grid due to the temporal variability in energy generation.
Water supply is an energy intensive sector and entails a great potential to apply
measures to synchronize the system’s energy demand to the renewable energy supply.
In this study, the potential of implementing demand side management into the
water supply system operation is assessed with the goal of increasing the utilization of
on-site variable renewable energy. Digital-twin modelling of different simulation
scenarios provides a tool to comparatively evaluate the reference scenario and the
proposed scenarios with integrated demand side management measures and integration
of variable renewable energies. The challenge of this study lies in the goal of
increasing renewable energy self-sufficiency and consequentially reducing greenhouse
gas emissions while maintaining the physical integrity of the water within the system.
The comparative evaluation shows that by integrating on-site variable
renewable energies and demand side management measures, a degree of energy selfsufficiency of 78.5 % could be achieved, resulting in a cut of carbon emissions by
69.4 %. The water pressure in the system showed no increase while the average
retention time could be reduced by 16 %. The results reveal the untapped potential to
use water supply systems to foster the integration of renewable energies and thus
reduce the associated environmental impact.
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INTRODUCTION

This introduction will underline the significance and justification of this study,
emphasize the hypothesis and related objectives as well as outline the formal structure
of the document.

1.1 Justification of the Study
This thesis seeks to evaluate the potentials of water supply systems to be used
for energy flexibility measures. The development towards an increasing share of
fluctuating renewable energies requires a paradigm shift across all energy-consuming
sectors. Water supply systems entail a promising potential to apply energy flexibility
measures by using flexible load shapes of pumps and water storage facilities to
compensate for the resulting deviations in water demand and supply. Framed by the
overarching goal of a sustainable development, this chapter will underline the
important aspects of water and energy supply systems to emphasize the significance of
the study.

1.1.1 Climate Change and Energy Supply
Climate change or global warming is one of the most severe threats of the 21st
century. The anthropogenic share of global warming is caused by the emissions with a
global warming potential. These emissions include but are not limited to the
greenhouse gases CO2, CH4 and N2O. The concentration of these emissions in the
atmosphere influence the average global temperature1. The intergovernmental panel on
climate change (IPCC) provides assessment reports that both evaluate the scientific
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coherences of greenhouse gas emissions, global warming and potential resulting
threats and provide recommendations for action to mitigate global warming. To avoid
severe threats to human health, natural environments and natural resources, the IPCC
states that the increase of the average global temperature should not exceed 2°C with a
strong trend towards trying to stay below 1.5°C2.
Figure 1 shows the concentration of carbon dioxide in the global atmosphere
for the past 800,000 years including the 2018 average concentration of 407.4 ppm
(parts per million). The concentration of CO2 in 2018 was 23.5% higher than the
maximum concentration in the past 800,000 years3. The graph visualizes the
significance of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases and thus mitigating global
warming.

Figure 1: Atmospheric CO2-concentration in the past 800,000 years, source: NOAA, climate.gov, NCEI 20203

Figure 2 shows the global temperature anomalies from 1880 to 2013 based on the
average global temperature from 1951-19804. As of the year 2013, the global
temperature anomaly has exceeded +0.5°C compared to the l980 level. As the global
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temperature anomalies are influenced by anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, it is
necessary to determine the sources of these emissions.

Figure 2: Global temperature anomaly, annual and 5-year average from 1880-2023 compared to the 1951-1980
average, source: NASA Earth Observatory 20204

Figure 3 shows the total global anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sector5.

Figure 3: Global anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions by sector, 2013, source: World Resources Institute, 2017,
Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, 20205

The pie charts show that the energy sector is by far the sector with the highest
contribution to greenhouse gas emissions. Further sectors include agriculture, forestry
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and other land use (AFOLU), industrial processes, waste and bunker fuels. The energy
sector can be further distinguished into electricity and heat, manufacturing and
construction, as well as transportation and other fuel combustion. Inside the energy
sector, electricity and heat supply has the highest share of anthropogenic GHGemissions. The increasing global temperature based on the emission of greenhouse
gases and the high share of electricity supply of the anthropogenic GHG-emissions
reinforce the significance of measures to reduce the specific carbon intensity of the
energy sector.
To reduce the energy-related carbon emissions, renewable energies have been
introduced into the energy sector. Compared to conventional fossil fuels, renewable
energies emit significantly less greenhouse gas emissions. While the average life cycle
greenhouse gas emission of coal and natural gas based electricity generation is
1205 g CO2eq./kWh and 523 g CO2eq./kWh, the specific emissions of wind and solar
power are 23 g CO2eq./kWh and 42 g CO2eq./kWh6. Additionally, renewable energies
reduce the dependency on non-renewable natural resources and thus provide a
sustainable foundation of future energy supply.
Despite the low carbon intensity and replenishing stock of renewable energies,
the integration poses a challenge to existing energy systems. Some renewable energies
like wind power and solar power are highly variable due to the fluctuations in wind
speed and global irradiance. To successfully implement fluctuating renewable
energies, a paradigm shift from generation follows demand towards demand follows
generation is needed in the energy system. While conventional electricity generation
can be controlled regarding the power output, a high share of renewable energies
4

requires the demand side of the energy system to be able to adapt to the currently
available power7.

1.1.2 Water and Energy Challenges
According to the United Nations, 3 out of 10 people lack access to safe
drinking water services. Water scarcity is continuously developing for the worse and
already affects 40 % of the world’s population. The Energy sector’s numbers are
equally alarming, with 13 % of the global population lacking access to modern
electricity services and the energy sector being responsible for approximately 60 % of
all global greenhouse gas emissions8. CO2-emissions alone have increased by 50 %
from the year 19909. The following sections will stress the importance and
significance of a sustainable development in water and energy systems.

1.1.2.1 Water
Water distribution systems in the US have existed for more than 300 years and
account for approximately one million miles of water distribution pipelines including
154,000 water storage facilities10,11. Regarding water, the challenge is to maintain and
optimize freshwater security as well as its biological, chemical and physical integrity
with the goal of ensuring reliable and good quality drinking water12,13. To maintain this
standard for future generations, an integrated approach is needed to address ease of
maintenance and future projections of water sources, quality and use. Many water
distribution systems will reach their end-of-life in the next 30 years and need
replacement. Figure 4 shows the projected annual percentage of replacement needs for
transmission and distribution lines in the US from 2000 to 207014. This continuous
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replacement is subject to substantial costs but can also open up possibilities to
implement novel innovative materials and practices11.

Figure 4: Projected annual replacement needs for transmission and distribution pipes, source: EPA 200215

Water supply systems are energy intensive systems. For each mega-gallon of
conveyed, treated and distributed water, 1425 kWh of energy are consumed with
distribution contributing 84.5 % to that embodied energy16. Increasing the use of
renewable energies to power the water supply sector is a promising approach to
improve the operation of water supply systems towards reducing the environmental
impact. The continuous replacement and improvement of water supply systems allows
for the integration of renewable energy-based system operation approaches on local
scales. Especially decentralized greenfield planning of new supply systems can profit
from decentralized renewable energy supply. Still, both small and large systems can
help to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and ultimately contribute to a sustainable
development.
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1.1.2.2 Energy
In the energy sector, the current development towards a reduction of fossil fuels
seeks to ensure reliable and clean energy for future generations. While non-renewable
resources are subject to a reducible stock that does not replenish in time periods
significant to human generations, renewable energies are flow limited but replenish in
sufficient time periods17. They can thus be used as a promising source for a long-term
global energy strategy. The integration of renewable energies requires sophisticated
energy management on both the supply and demand side to cope with the
predominantly decentralized setting and fluctuating nature of renewable energy
sources. Especially wind and solar power are subject to fluctuations due to changes in
wind speed and global radiation intensity, respectively. These fluctuations pose a great
challenge for the successful implementation of renewable energies. Flexibility
measures can be used to increase the utilization of renewable energies in times of high
energy generation.
Whereas efficiency always targets at minimizing the input, flexibility includes
approaches that do the opposite. When there is not enough input available, flexibility
can use efficiency strategies to reduce the demand of that input. On the other hand, if
more than enough input is available, flexibility is also capable of using that
abundance. Flexibility is a very important strategy to optimize and synchronize energy
demands and fluctuating energy supply patterns of renewable energies. When enough
input is available, the system will adapt and be able to run at a higher productivity.
When there is a lack of that input, the system can run at a lower productivity. The
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overall output of the system will eventually be compensated by the patterns of
abundance and lack.

1.1.3 Sustainable Development
According to the Brundtland Commission, sustainable development is “a
development, that meets the needs of the present without compromising on the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs”18. Sustainability has been represented
in different ways in the past and has often referred to as the triple bottom line or the
three pillars of sustainability. The common theme in all visualizations are the three
dimensions of sustainability, namely the society, the environment and the economy.
These dimensions are often simplified as people, planet and profit.

Figure 5: The three dimensions of sustainable development, own figure based on Purvis et al. 2018 19

All of the above visualizations have in common that the three dimensions are
equally weighted and thus equally important, indicating that sustainability can only be
achieved when all three dimensions are considered. J. Rockstörm proposed a new
representation in 2015, deviating from the approach of equal weighting towards
recognizing the hierarchy of the three dimensions20.
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Figure 6: Novel representation of the three dimensions of sustainable development, own figure based on Rockström
et al. 201520

This representation shows, how economies are part of societies and societies are
eventually part of the earth’s life support system, often simplified as the environment.
Especially the term Earth’s Life Support System emphasizes, that protecting the
environment is essential to provide a livable future for generations of humans to come
and sustain the underlying conditions of human life on earth.

1.1.3.1 Strategies
Despite the dimensions of sustainability, related efforts and measures can be
distinguished into three strategies, namely efficiency, consistency (also effectiveness)
and sufficiency. Efficiency aims at reducing the environmental impacts of actions,
services or products without compromising on their outcome21,22. Efficiency can be
directly measured using the ratio of the environmental impact to the desired output, i.e.
grams of CO2 per kWh energy produced for any electric power plants. Whereas in this
example, the environmental impact is output-related (emission), it can as well be any
input-related (resources) parameter, such as watts of electrical energy per lumen for
the example of lightbulbs. The approach of using efficiency can aim at both reducing
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the input while keeping the output constant and increasing the output while keeping
the input constant. Colloquially, efficiency is often referred to as doing things right.
Efficiency is very strongly related to technological advances and innovations. It thus
does not directly aim at consumer behavior or decisions, but it does affect it. Aiming at
reducing environmental impacts of products and services, efficient solutions might
make the service or product less expensive and induce inadvertent behavior changes
towards an increased use of that service or product. Efficiency lacks to consider
potential changes in the overall use of products and services, which can result in a
rebound effect and consequentially increased environmental impacts. It is thus not
adequate to only consider efficiency for efforts towards a sustainable development23.
Consistency aims at adjusting the anthropogenic and industrial metabolism to
the natural metabolism. J. Huber refers consistency to “compatibility, coherence
among things, correspondence among related aspects”22. It aims at material and
energy flows within, as well as between the technosphere and the ecosphere. There are
two major perceptions about achieving consistency. One is that material and energy
flows within the technosphere have ideally no, but realistically minimal relation to and
impact on any flows of the ecosphere. Within this perception, efficiency might be a
strategy towards achieving consistency. The second perception is that the flows and
their behavior within the technosphere interact so well with the natural metabolism,
that even large exchanges within or between the techno- and ecosphere have only
minimal impact on the ecosphere and thus minimal environmental impact22. Examples
for consistency are using renewable energies and biodegradable materials. While full
consonance is unlikely to be achieved by any approach, consistency can be used as an
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overarching goal or normative strategy in energy policy and product design.
Colloquially, efficiency is often referred to as doing the right things.
Sufficiency is strongly related to people’s behaviors and aims at reducing the
overall consumption of energy, goods and services by overthinking obsolete and
unsustainable consumption patterns24,23. Approaches like self-imposed restriction,
frugality and simplicity can achieve sufficiency. A popular example is car sharing
instead of owning a car. Private vehicles are only used for approximately 5 % of the
day time and sharing with others can significantly reduce the environmental impacts of
this product-service system due to the higher utilization of the vehicle and reduced
resource use25,26.

1.1.3.2 Environmental Impacts
Considering environmental impacts of products and services has become
increasingly complex. While often, one impact category is considered in studies,
approaches like life cycle engineering try to holistically address the environmental
impact from different perspectives. Below, the main environmental impact categories
are explained, followed by the concepts of measuring impact using the IPAT equation
and Kaya Identity.
Environmental Impacts can be categorized according to their source, their
cause (midpoint indicators) and their effect (endpoint indicators). The main areas that
the effects can be allocated to are the three Areas of Protection (AoP), namely Human
Health, Natural Environment and Natural Resources27. These three endpoint indicators
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are the result of several midpoint indicators. Figure 7 shows the cause-effect chain
between the midpoint and endpoint indicators.

Figure 7: Cause-effect chain from midpoint to endpoint indicators, own figure based on Hauschild et al. 201727 and
European Comission 201028

Different midpoint indicators may affect one or more areas of protection.
Acidification, for example, has significant effects on natural environments but does
not affect human health or natural resources. Water use, on the other hand, contributes
to impacts on all three areas of protection.

1.1.3.3 Quantifying Impacts
The previously discussed strategies of sustainable development can be
categorized using the IPAT-equation29,30. The IPAT-equation describes environmental
impacts as a function of population, affluence and technology.
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𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦

(1.1)

Efficiency is directly related to innovations and advances in technology and
can thus decrease the technology factor. Both sufficiency and consistency are related
to the affluence and population factor of the equation. The IPAT-equation shows, that
efficiency only would not be adequate to mitigate environmental impacts. With an
increasing world population and especially developing nations striving for wealth and
economic growth and the additional goal to reduce environmental impacts, the
technology factor would have to be reduced drastically to compensate for the positive
growth factors of both population and affluence. Sufficiency and consistency measures
can help to reduce the growth rate of the affluence factor or even the population factor.
The IPAT equation was used to derive the Kaya identity, which enables the
quantification of the IPAT-equation factors31. The initial equation is applied to energyrelated carbon emissions based on the gross-domestic product GDP and the total
population P.
𝐺𝐷𝑃 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
𝐶𝑂2
∗
∗
𝑃
𝐺𝐷𝑃
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝐶𝑂2 = 𝑃 ∗

(1.2)

The identity can be altered and extended to represent any other environmental
impact, as long as it entails the factors population, affluence and emission intensity.
These concepts build the framework to estimate the trend of global emissions and
consequentially the needs to mitigate emissions in the future. This study focusses on
the technological part of the IPAT-equation to reduce the specific CO2-emissions of the
product-service system water supply.
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1.2 Hypothesis and Objectives
In this section, the proposed study is characterized by formulating an overarching
hypothesis which is further distinguished into several objectives. The hypothesis of
this study is that
•

The implementation of demand side management measures in water supply
systems can optimize the utilization of fluctuating renewable energies without
compromising on the physical integrity of the water.
A simulation model is proposed to represent the current system status as a

reference and the proposed implementation of demand side management measures.
The objectives of this study are listed below:
•

Assess the potential of applying demand side management measures to the water
supply system operation and control

•

Define flexibility measures that can be applied to the water supply system
operation and control

•

Define energy and water related key performance indicators to compare the
proposed approach to the reference system

•

Model simulation scenarios that represent the initial water supply system and the
proposed combined integration of variable renewable energies and demand side
management measures

•

Compare the simulation scenarios based on the energy and water related key
performance indicators
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1.3 Structure of the Study
This study is organized in five chapters. Following the introduction, the two main
objects of investigation, namely water supply systems and energy supply systems are
discussed in chapter 2. The various types of water and energy supply systems are
discussed with a focus on the interrelations along the path from the source of water
and energy to their use. Additionally, a view on the current situation for both energy
and water will be given from different spatial scopes. Chapter 2 finishes with a
comprehensive introduction about the concepts of demand side management and
associated flexibility strategies.
The characteristics of the specific water and energy supply system assessed in the
case study will be stressed in chapter 3 to provide a profound basis, on which the
simulation model can build. The modelling and simulation of the reference and
proposed future scenarios is explained including the choice of modelling approach and
detailed information about the modelling of each specific model entity. In chapter 4,
the results from the simulation scenarios are evaluated individually as well as
compared to each other using predefined key performance indicators. The thesis will
finish with chapter 5, in which the results will be discussed, the limitations of this
study are formulated and a brief outlook into potential future research will be given.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review in this study is organized in four sections. The main topic of
this study relates to the water-energy nexus with a focus on electric energy use in
water supply systems (energy for water). Therefore, the topic of water supply is
examined along the water’s pathway from source to sink. Despite the conveyance and
treatment of freshwater, the focus lies on water distribution systems. Additionally, the
vast field of energy supply is stressed, including the transition from traditional, fossil
fuel towards renewable energies. Narrowing down the spectrum of energy types, this
study focusses on electric energy. The implications of high shares of fluctuating
renewable energies are explained along with solutions towards their successful
implementation into the existing electricity grid. In section 2.3, the relation of water
and energy is stressed using the concept of the water and energy nexus. Finally,
demand side management is explained along with measures to increase the energy
flexibility of a system. Figure 8 shows the relation of the water supply system with the
energy supply system and their connecting super-system, the energy grid.
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Figure 8: Overview of energy and water system interaction and strategies towards synchronizing energy demand
and supply, own figure

To reduce the deviation from energy demand to energy supply, energy storage
option or demand side management measures can be used to synchronize energy
supply and demand. Figure 8 also provides an overview about the logical framework
of the proposed study. Although energy storage potentials are not assessed in this
study, they are included in the figure to demonstrate alternatives to using demand side
management measures to achieve a better energy balance.

2.1 Water Supply
In this chapter, water supply systems are assessed in detail to build a profound
basis for the methodological approach. The water supply is explained along its path
from source towards the use of the water by the consumer.
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2.1.1 Source and Conveyance
From a general perspective, all water supply is based on the global
hydrological cycle. Although water seems to be an abundant resource, only one
percent is available for humans to use14. Precipitation will eventually replenish the two
main sources of freshwater, which are surface water and groundwater. Figure 9 shows
the global hydrological cycle, including precipitation and water storage in ice and
snow as the main supply sources for surface and groundwater storage (marked in red).

Figure 9: The global hydrological cycle, source: US Geological Survey32

Water is a renewable source. Whereas non-renewable sources do not replenish
and are limited by their overall stock, renewable sources are limited by flow.
Renewable resources can be further distinguished into sources with reducible stock
and sources without reducible stock, also called perpetual resources. Whereas the sun
is one of the only sources without a reducible stock, most renewable sources on earth
do have a reducible stock. Regarding water, this stock is defined by the storage
18

capacity of each freshwater source. To allow the source to sustain itself, the long-term
average withdrawal rate must be lower than the replenishment rate. For every
resource, there is a specific sustainable yield, to which the resource can be used
without compromising on its ability to replenish itself33.
The term maximum sustainable yield (MSY) originates from fishery science,
but already constituted the deliberations of Hans Carl von Carlowitz in his book
Sylvicultura Oeconomica, which marks the origins of the term sustainable34. The
increasing use of freshwater poses threats on both surface- and groundwater sources.
Groundwater aquifers are often very large reservoirs but replenish very slowly
compared to surface water sources. While unconfined aquifers may replenish in days
to years, confined aquifers can take up to centuries or even millennia to replenish, as
shown in Figure 10. Those sources are thus sometimes considered non-renewable as
their replenishment rate is not relevant to human generations35.

Figure 10: Ground-water aquifers, replenishment rates and flow paths, source: US Geological Survey35
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The water-level of groundwater aquifers is declining in many regions across
the US36. Due to the mixed use of ground- and surface water, surface water reservoirs
are equally impacted by the increased use of freshwater in the US. 73.6 % of all freshwater used in the US is supplied by surface water with the remaining 26.4 % being
supplied by groundwater37. Despite the industrial and domestic withdrawals, another
significant loss is due to evaporation from the water surface. A Study by Zhao et al.
concludes that evaporation from surface water reservoirs in the United States accounts
for approximately 93 % of the total annual public water supply38. A sustainable yield
for the use of both surface- and groundwater resources is inevitable for maintaining
freshwater security for the future.

2.1.2 Water Distribution Systems
Water supply systems consist of several entities, that ensure the transportation
and treatment of freshwater from the source to the customer. The main elements are
pipes, pumps, storage facilities, valves and treatment facilities. From a hydraulic
perspective, these entities can be distinguished into passive and active according to
their ability to manipulate the flow rate or direction of the water within the supply
system. While pipes and storage tanks are considered passive elements, valves and
pumps are the active elements in the system and can thus serve as direct operational
entities that can be controlled and managed by the operation system39. Despite these
solely hydraulic elements, treatment facilities will also alter the chemical and physical
properties of the water.
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2.1.2.1 Pipe Systems
Distribution systems are the networks that connect the source of freshwater to
every sink (consumer) within the system. While there can be multiple sources that
freshwater is drawn from (e.g. 3 wellfields), from a system perspective it can be seen
as one large volume of water entering the system at one input point. Through a
combination of junctions and pipes, this large volume of water will be distributed and
eventually supplies a relatively small amount of water to the many outputs
(consumers). The design and dimensioning of water distribution system involves
variables, such as the sufficient demand, amount of consumers, minimum and
maximum pressure requirements and quality requirements to both supply safe drinking
water and prevent corrosion or formation of biofilm within the pipes40. Distribution
systems can be distinguished according to their layout. The predominantly used
systems are dead-end systems, grid iron systems, ring systems and radial systems41.

Figure 11: Types of water distribution systems, source: PWC MIWRS 200941
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While a lot of dead-end type systems have been used in the past due to their
simple layout and design calculations, there are critical disadvantages that led to an
increased use of interconnected systems, such as grid iron, ring or radial systems.
Disadvantages of dead-end systems include the lack of ability to provide adequate
pressure to remote areas, the dependency of the whole system on one main pipe and
stagnation of water flow in less demanding areas of the system. Interconnected
systems allow for multidirectional flow and free circulation of water and thus reduce
the risk of stagnation, bacterial growth and sedimentation. Generally, friction losses
and required pipe sizes can be reduced using interconnected systems. During damages
and repairs, customers can still be supplied using alternative paths through the system.
Developers can decide which interconnected system is most suitable based on
the infrastructural layout of the community or city. All interconnected systems are
more complex than dead-end systems and require a larger amount of piping and
valves. They are thus more complex to model, dimension and design, they require
more resources and they are more costly42.
Pipes need to be dimensioned according to the volume and pressure design
parameters of the system. They can be distinguished into mains, sub-mains, branches
and service lines, as shown in Figure 11. The size of pipes depends on the volumetric
flow and pressure in the specific pipe and generally decreases on the path from source
to sink and thus from main to sub-main to branch lines.
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2.1.2.2 Pumps
In most distribution networks, gravity alone is insufficient to supply adequate
amounts of water and pressure for every consumer in the system. Pumps are used to
overcome height differences and increase the pressure inside the distribution network
to ensure pressure and volume requirements within the system. There are several types
of pumps that can be used for water supply systems. The main two cases in which
pumps are used are the conveyance of groundwater to a clear well tank using well
pumps and the water supply to the distribution system after treatment using booster
pumps. The type and size of the pump is determined by the population served, total
length of pipes in the distribution system as well as by the topographical setting of the
system. While many different types of pumps exist, centrifugal pumps are most
commonly used in water supply systems43. Figure 12 shows cross-section drawings of
the structure of a centrifugal pump.

Figure 12: The structure of a centrifugal pump, source: Parrondo et al. 199844
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From the inlet, the impellers create centrifugal forces that move the water
towards the outlet. The dimensioning of pumps is determined by the system design
parameters. The two main variables to consider are the total dynamic head (TDH) and
the flow rate. Pumps are characterized using a pump curve and an efficiency curve.
Figure 13 shows the characteristic pump curve and the efficiency curve of a
centrifugal pump.

Figure 13: Pump curve (H-Q curve) and efficiency curve of a centrifugal pump, source: van Zyl et al. 201443

From the maximum point of the efficiency curve, the head and flow rate of the
best efficiency point (BEP) can be determined. While it is favorable to run pumps at
the BEP, they can still be operated apart from the BEP at lower efficiency within the
boundaries of the maximum flow rate or the maximum pump head (shutoff head).
Water supply systems are nowadays operated using a SCADA (Supervisory
control and data acquisition) systems. Control variables are used to operate the active
elements of the system, such as pumps and valves. The changes in operation will result
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in responses of both active and passive elements of the system, which will be fed back
into the operation and management system. Figure 14 shows an interpretation of
control loop theory applied to water distribution systems, indicating that pumps are
part of the control variables in the system. The performance system will then give
feedback to the operation system using variables such as pressure, water head and
demand. Including the desired reference input, the pumps can be turned on or off or
adjusted in flow rate or head. To determine the power of the pump, the equation 2.1
can be used.

Figure 14: Adapted control loop theory for water supply systems, own figure adapted from Dyckhoff, 199445
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𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

𝜌∗𝑔∗𝑄∗ℎ
𝜂𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝜂𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟

(2.1)

The total efficiency of a pump is the product of the pump efficiency and the
motor efficiency. The ability to calculate power from the pumping of water at a
defined rate and head builds the foundation of water-energy nexus considerations in
water distribution systems. In this study, equation 2.1 represents the main connection
between the water and the energy system.

2.1.2.3 Storage Facilities
Water storage facilities are used in most municipal water distribution systems.
They provide an equalizing storage volume which helps the supply match the dynamic
diurnal water demand curve. A typical diurnal water demand curve is shown in Figure
15. Morning and evening peaks are characteristic and represent high demands caused
by household activities, such as cooking, washing, toilet flushing, showering, etc.

Figure 15: Typical diurnal water demand curve, source: Stokes et al. 2015 46
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Without a storage tank, the water that is fed into the system would have to
match the dynamic demand of all consumers within the system at all times. Due to the
inertia of the system, storage tanks are required to balance demand and supply. Besides
that, storage tanks regulate the pressure within the distribution system.
If the water level in the storage tank is the highest elevation within the system,
the storage tank is called a floating tank. In case of a free surface within the tank, the
hydraulic gradient of a floating tank matches the gradient within the distribution
system. Figure 16 shows the possible ways of integrating a storage tank into the
distribution system. Floating free surface tanks are the most commonly used types.
Less used constructions include pressurized floating tanks (hydropneumatic) and
pumped storage tanks (left three in Figure 16)47.

Figure 16: Water storage tank construction types in relation to system hydraulics, own figure based on Walski et al.
200347

To avoid water supply shortage, the storage tank always contains a minimum
amount of water. This minimum amount of water is also defined by the minimum
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system pressure. The State of Rhode Island Division of Public Utilities and Carriers
set the minimum pressure at any service connection to 20 psi48. This ensures that the
consumer at the highest elevation relative to the free water surface in the storage tank
is supplied water with adequate pressure. The maximum pressure of a distribution
system is defined by the weakest pipe at the lowest elevation relative to the free water
surface. Due to the difference in elevation, the system pressure is very high, which
might lead to cracks or even pipe bursts. The maximum pressure is set to 125 psi by
the RI Division of Public Utilities and Carriers48. Despite this statewide regulation,
suppliers might only be able to operate in a narrower pressure range according to the
topography of the system (minimum > 20 psi) and the age and material of the
distribution pipes (maximum < 125 psi).

Figure 17: Water storage tank elevation and system pressure levels, own figure based on Walski et al. 200347

2.1.3 Distribution System Hydraulics
The most important hydraulic and energetic concept that applies to water
distribution networks is Bernoulli’s equation (2.3). The energy embodied in the water
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is translated to a height, that is called the total dynamic head (TDH). The TDH is a
sum of the elevation or static head (SH), the pressure head (PH), the velocity head
(VH) and losses, represented as the friction head (FH)49.
𝑇𝐷𝐻 = 𝑆𝐻 + 𝑃𝐻 + 𝑉𝐻 + 𝐹𝐻

ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑧 +

𝑝
𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 𝑔

+

𝑣2
2𝑔

+ ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

(2.2)

(2.3)

The static head can be defined differently but must be uniform throughout the
whole system to refer to, e.g. sea level. The pressure head can also be called static lift
and refers to the difference in height that the water has to overcome. The pressure head
always refers to the atmospheric pressure and can be calculated by measuring the
system pressure [psi] at the desired section and translating it into feet of head or
meters of head.
1 𝑝𝑠𝑖 = 2.31 𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 0.7031 𝑚 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑

(2.4)

Under open or free-flow conditions, the pressure head is equivalent to
atmospheric pressure and thus zero. The friction head represents the head equivalent of
all friction losses. Friction losses are dependent on the velocity and thus occur only,
when water is in motion. The two main types of friction losses are stationary and
continuous losses.
ℎ𝑙,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ℎ𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 + ℎ𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦
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(2.5)

Continuous losses in pipes with a circular cross-section are a function of the
specific pipe friction coefficient, the length and diameter of the pipe, the velocity of
the water flowing through the pipe and the gravity. The losses of pipe can be
calculated using the Darcy-Weisbach equation

ℎ𝑙,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 = 𝑓 ∗

𝑙 𝑣2
∗
𝑑 2𝑔

(2.6)

To calculate the specific pipe friction coefficient f, the flow regime must be
determined, which is defined by the Reynolds-number Re and can be distinguished
into the laminar flow regime (Re < 2000) and the turbulent flow regime (Re > 4000).
The range between the two regimes is called the critical zone, in which friction losses
can not be determined accurately40. The Reynolds-number is a function of the velocity,
the internal pipe diameter and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

𝑅𝑒 =

𝑣∗𝑑
𝜐

, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜐𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 1 ∗ 10−6

𝑚2
𝑠

(2.7)

For laminar flow, the friction coefficient is only dependent on the Reynoldsnumber and can be calculated using the law of Hagen-Poiseuille (2.8)

𝑓=

64
𝑅𝑒

(2.8)

For Turbulent flow, the friction coefficient is a function of both the Reynoldsnumber and the relative roughness constant e/d. The relative roughness constant is the
proportion between the relative sand roughness e and the inner pipe diameter d. The
turbulent regime is distinguished into three zones, namely the hydraulically smooth
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regime (smooth pipes in Figure 18), the transition zone and the completely turbulent
regime, as shown in Moody’s diagram below50,51.

Figure 18: Moody's diagram to estimate friction losses in circular pipes, sources: Brown et al. 200250, Ferro et al.
201251

While for smooth pipes, the relative roughness coefficient does not affect the
friction coefficient, the completely turbulent regime is independent of the Reynoldsnumber52. The implicit equations by Prandtl (2.9), Colebrook and White (2.10) and
Nikuradse (2.11) to calculate the friction coefficient are listed in Table 153.
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Table 1: Equations to calculate the friction coefficient in the smooth and turbulent regime and in the transition zone

Hydraulically

𝑒 → 0,

1

𝑓 = 𝑓(𝑅𝑒)

√𝑓

smooth regime

Transition zone

𝑒
𝑓 = 𝑓 (𝑅𝑒, )
𝑑

1
√𝑓

= −2 lg (

= −2 lg (

2.51
𝑅𝑒√𝑓

2.51
𝑅𝑒√𝑓

+

)

𝑒
)
3.71 𝑑

(2.10)

1

Completely

𝑅𝑒 → ∞,

turbulent regime

𝑒
𝑓 = 𝑓 ( ),
𝑑

𝑒
= − 2 lg (
)
3.71 𝑑
√𝑓

(2.9)

(2.11)

For the hydraulically smooth regime in the range of 𝑅𝑒 < 105 , the friction
coefficient can be approximated using the explicit formula by Heinrich Blasius.

𝑓=

0.3164
𝑅𝑒 0.25

(2.12)

The absolute roughness of predominantly used pipe materials in a new
condition are listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Absolute pipe roughness of predominantly used pipe materials[mm], source: Steward et al. 201554

Pipe material (condition: new)

Absolute roughness e [mm]

Draw tubing – glass, brass, copper, plastic

0.0015

Commercial steel / wrought iron

0.0457

Cast Iron - uncoated

0.259

Concrete

0.3048 – 3.048
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Stationary losses
For larger pipeline systems, stationary losses have a relatively small impact.
The major amount of friction losses is due to continuous losses. Thus, stationary losses
are often considered minor losses. Stationary losses occur at “rapid changes in the
direction or magnitude of liquid velocity in the pipeline”55.

ℎ𝑙,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝜁 ∗

𝑣2
2𝑔

(2.13)

The most common stationary losses in pipe systems occur at entrances and
exits, at bends, and sudden or gradual enlargements or contractions and at valves and
fittings. The coefficient 𝜁 represents the specific situation (exit, bend, valve) and can
range from 10-3 to 104

52

.

2.1.4 Rhode Island
This chapter will give a brief insight about the situation of water supply in the
state of Rhode Island. The chapter is organized into source, distribution, use and
incentives.

2.1.4.1 Source
The main sources of freshwater are surface water and groundwater. Both are
replenished by precipitation. Figure 19 shows the average annual precipitation in
Rhode Island for the period 1961-199056.
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Figure 19: Annual average precipitation (inch/a) in Rhode Island 1961 – 1990, source: WorldAtlas 201956

In Rhode Island, surface water resources exist in the form of 14 water sheds
and 140 freshwater lakes. 85 % of all water withdrawals in Rhode Island are supplied
by surface water resources57. The remaining 15 % are groundwater that is either
supplied by water suppliers or by private wells. The most important contributors to the
freshwater supply are the Scituate Reservoir (50 % of all surface water supplies in RI),
the Big River Area (SW) and four sole-source groundwater aquifers (GW), (the Block
Island, the Hunt-Annaquatucket-Pettaqumascutt, the Jamestown, and the WoodPawcatuck aquifers).
Although volume wise, surface water is the largest source, most regions in
Rhode Island still rely on decentralized water supply from groundwater wells. These
regions are rural regions that are not connected to water supply networks. As of 2010,
459 out of 488 water supply systems rely on groundwater but serve only 20.9 % of the
population. The 29 surface water-based systems provide potable water to the
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remaining 79.1 % of the population. Figure 20 shows the distribution of surface
water-, groundwater-, combined surface- and groundwater- and well water-supplied
regions in Rhode Island.

Figure 20: Map of potable water sources in Rhode Island, source: RI WRB58

A direct relation to Rhode Island’s population density can be detected. Figure
21 shows the population density distribution in Rhode Island59. Most areas with a
density of more than 500 people / mi² are supplied by water supply networks, whereas
below that density, more people rely on well water. In areas with less than 200 people /
mi², almost all water is supplied by decentral wells.
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Figure 21: Population density map of Rhode Island, source: US DoC 201059

2.1.4.2 Distribution
Rhode Island is one of the first states to introduce larger community water
supply systems. The Providence water system was established in 1866 and further
systems in Pawtucket, Woonsocket, Newport and Westerly were introduced not much
later. The Rhode Island water distribution system consists of 490 single water supply
systems, of which 29 are large water suppliers, as shown in Figure 20. These 29
suppliers are required to provide Water Supply System Management Plans every five
years to prove their continuous efforts towards reliable supply systems and sustainable
use of freshwater sources60.
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2.1.4.3 Use
Rhode Island’s water use can be allocated to both the sources and the use
sectors. The total average amount of water used is 343 million gallons per day (MGD).
The Sankey diagram in Figure 22 shows the total amounts of water withdrawn from
groundwater and surface water sources, as well as their use in the different economic
sectors in Rhode Island. The figure also distinguishes between fresh and saline water
sources.

Figure 22: Use of fresh and saline water by sector in Rhode Island, own figure created with e-Sankey, data source:
USGS 201937

Besides freshwater, Rhode Island uses extensive amounts of saline water for
thermoelectric power generation. Saline water use accounts for 65 % of the total water
use in Rhode Island, whereas freshwater accounts for the remaining 35 %61. The saline
water is used for cooling cycles in the powerplants and is thus not subject to intensive
water treatment. Still, its use poses threats to the environment as the warmed-up water
reenters ecosystems. The major part of freshwater sources is used by the population,
which is represented by the sectors Public Supply and Domestic in Figure 22. This
residential use fluctuates from season to season. Whereas the average daily water use
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of one household is 58 – 72 gal / day, it can increase by an additional 30 – 50 gal / day
for irrigation purposes in summer57. Nationwide, thermoelectric power generation and
irrigation are the major use sectors of water. Thermoelectric power generation
currently consumes 41.3 % of all water in the US, closely followed by irrigation with
36.7 %. All other sectors share the remaining 22 % of water resources. While cooling
water for power plants is slightly decreasing, the irrigation intensity is increasing,
leading to a potential future shift of contributions to the total use37.

2.1.4.4 Incentives
The foundations of Rhode Island’s water incentives are the Rhode Island Water
2030 Plan, the Water Quality 2035 – Rhode Island Water Quality Management Plan
and the 2009 Rhode Island Water Use and Efficiency Act. Additional Information is
provided by US Geological Survey reports about total and domestic water withdrawals
in the US, as well as the drinking water action plan from the Environmental Protection
Agency EPA.
The Water 2030 report proposes a variety of important research fields, that are
proposed to foster freshwater security and quality. One field of research is water
recycling. Desalination has become a well-studied technology in recent years, but is
not yet economically feasible in regions, that have access to surface- and groundwater
resources. The main threats to the water supply in Rhode Island are summarized in the
Water 2030 report and represented in Table 3.
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Table 3: Threats to water supply in Rhode Island, source: RI DoA, RI DoP57

1.

Southern Rhode Island mainly depends on groundwater and lacks storage capacities
to synchronize demand and supply.

2.

Islands are subject to increasing population, which increases their water crowding
index.

3.

Although the Scituate reservoir was not intended to become the main supplier, it now
provides more than 50 % of the total RI freshwater demand. It is thus of special
importance to protect the security and quality of that source.

4.

Irrigation in Summer is a major threat regarding water management. Standards for
reusing non-potable recycled water for non-potable purposes need to be developed.

5.

The sustainable use of water in Rhode Island needs more attention to maintain the
ability of the hydrological cycle to replenish the sources.

6.

There is a lack of data about private well withdrawals, while in some regions (south
county), approximately every third person is supplied by private wells or small
systems.

7.

Main takeaway: “Rhode Island has sufficient supplies, but water is not always located
where it is needed or available in sufficient quantities for all uses at all times. Storage
capacity must be increased in order to provide long-term supply reliability”57.

Despite the assumption, that water supply in the US and especially in Rhode
Island is very good in terms of quality and security, many shortcomings and related
investments are detected. The lack of data about smaller community and home scale
self-supply plays a vital role in the assessment of groundwater source security and
sustainability.
Fostering increased shares of renewable energies will have another important
impact on the water-energy nexus. The operation of wind turbines and photovoltaics
does not require large amounts of water. However, thermoelectric power generation,
which currently supplies 93 % of Rhode Island’s electricity is responsible for 65 % of
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the total water use in Rhode island61. Although the water used for cooling purposes in
thermoelectric power plants is only saline water, which does not require thorough
treatment like tap water, it still poses both input and output-related threats to the
surrounding ecosystems, including the introduction of high temperature water to
aquatic ecosystems. An increased share of renewable energies will thus help to reduce
the water footprint of the Rhode Island energy supply system.

2.2 Energy Supply
Energy is very closely related to water supply. Especially the distribution of
freshwater consumes a lot of energy, as most water supply systems can not rely on
gravity alone to distribute the water from source to consumer. Energy in water supply
systems is used for the conveyance of water, for the physical and chemical treatment
of water and for the distribution of water. Energy for water supply can be distinguished
into direct and indirect consumption. While indirect consumption is a complex relation
between water conservation strategies and resulting use patterns (consistency), direct
energy consumption refers to the short term and direct increase or decrease of energy
demand within the water supply system, such as pumps and treatment plants62. Figure
23 shows the most energy intensive processes and related variables within water
supply systems allocated to the stages conveyance, treatment and distribution.
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Figure 23: Energy intensive processes in groundwater-based water supply systems, own figure based on Wakeel et
al. 201663

In the past decades, the energy sector has experienced a transition from
traditional, fossil energy sources towards more renewable energies. The focus of this
section will be electricity. Still, at some points other types of energy will be included
in the review.

2.2.1 Energy Types
This section explains the differences of the various existing energy sources.
The focus is on electricity as well as on the differences of fossil, nuclear and
renewable, especially variable renewable energies. In section 2.2.1.1, conventional
energy carriers are introduced and distinguished. The relevance of the non-renewable
nature of these types of energy is stressed. In section 2.2.1.2, the various types of
renewable energy are presented with a focus on the potential of low-carbon intensity
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energy supply and the shortcomings regarding the fluctuating pattern of some types of
renewable energy.

2.2.1.1 Conventional Energy
Conventional energy is distinguished into fossil and nuclear energy carriers.
Fossil energies include coal, natural gas, oil and petroleum. For electric energy
generation, all fossil energy carriers are used in a similar way. The energy carrier is
combusted, and the embodied chemical energy is converted into heat energy, which is
used to produce steam in a water boiler. The pressurized hot steam is sent to a turbine,
which converts the translational kinetic energy into rotational kinetic energy using the
flow of the steam and the blades of the turbine. The kinetic energy is ultimately
converted into electrical energy using a generator. The cooled-down expanded water
vapor is fed through a condenser and is then fed back into the cycle64. Fossil energy
carriers can be distinguished using three categories, namely their efficiency, specific
CO2-emissions and their flexibility. While coal power plants are mostly used for base
load energy due to their inertia, gas power plants can react quickly and are used to
meet medium load and flexible peak load65. Figure 30 and Figure 31 show the shares
of fossil energy for electricity production on a global and a national scale.
Electric energy generation using nuclear energy does not differ much from the
principle of electricity generation using fossil fuels. Both use water vapor powered
turbines. The major difference is the source of heat to boil the water. Nuclear energy
plants use nuclear fission of Uranium-235 cores. The redundant neutrons create
friction with water molecules and thus create the necessary thermal energy to boil the
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water66. Nuclear energy produces less greenhouse gas emissions, than fossil energy.
Figure 24 shows the specific life cycle greenhouse gas emissions of both conventional
and renewable energy sources.
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Figure 24: Specific life cycle greenhouse gas emissions of energy sources, conventional and renewable, own figure,
data source: Skone 20156

Despite the low carbon intensity of nuclear power, past catastrophes like the
Fukushima and Chernobyl nuclear meltdowns have exposed the potential risk of using
nuclear fission for electricity generation. Based on the half-life period and the amount
of emitted radioactive elements, it can take several human generations to safely
resettle exposed areas. Both near the Fukushima and the Chernobyl plant site,
resettlement is not planned within the next decades67,68.
Conventional energies, both nuclear and fossil are not renewable in a time scale
that is significant to human generations and are thus considered non-renewable
energies. Non-renewable energies rely on limited resources and reserves, which are
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depleted by human consumption and do not replenish. The rate of depletion and the
existing reserves and resources define the depletion time. Resources and reserves are
distinguished in three ways, namely the accessibility, the feasibility and the geological
certainty. Reserves are considered the amount of the total potential, which is validated
and feasible to extract with currently available methods. Resources are the amount of
the total potential, which are validated with a low degree of geological certainty and
are not economically feasible to extract69,70. Figure 25 shows the specific depletion
times of conventional energy sources, both fossil and nuclear.
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Figure 25: Specific statistical depletion time of conventional energy carriers based on global annual consumption,
reserves and resources, own figure, data source: BGR 201671

Due to the high carbon intensity, high potential risks and reliance on quickly
depleting resources, many countries have set their focus on increasing the share of
renewable energies for electricity production. The predominant types of renewable
energies will be propounded in section 2.2.1.2.
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2.2.1.2 Renewable Energy
Renewable energies are considered energy sources that replenish in a time
scale that is significant to human generations. Compared to non-renewable energies,
the stock is not only depleted by human consumption but also regenerated by shortterm physical and biochemical processes. Despite renewable energies with reducible
stock, some are considered to have a stock that does not decrease. Solar radiation is
one example of a non-reducible energy stock. Biomass on the other hand requires a
stock depletion rate below the maximum sustainable yield. If the depletion is larger
than the replenishment over a long period of time, the source will eventually lose its
capacity to replenish itself33.
The predominantly used renewable energy sources are hydroelectric power,
solar power, wind power, geothermal and biomass. Besides these market-ready
sources, more renewable sources exist such as ocean energy sources like osmosis-,
wave-, tidal- and marine current-energy, most of which are still in a scale of research
facilities with some grid-integrated power plants in certain regions72.
Renewable energies can be further distinguished regarding the form of energy
generated, namely mechanical energy, thermal energy and electrical energy. While any
renewable source has the ability to generate electrical energy, biomass, solar thermal
energy and geothermal energy are predominantly used to generate thermal energy.
Direct use of mechanical energy from renewable sources is rarely used except for
decentral regions in developing countries73.
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Variable Renewable Energy
Several renewable energy sources can only limitedly be controlled in energy
output. Those renewable energies are variable renewable energies (VRE). The
predominantly used variable renewable energies are solar energy and wind energy.
While measures exist to reduce the power output of both of these systems, the power
output can not be increased beyond the available energy provided by the primary
energy source, namely wind speed and solar irradiance. This study will focus on
variable renewable energies, as they are complex to integrate in the existing energy
system.
The conventional energy system is based on consumers demanding a certain
amount of power at certain times. Conventional power plants have the ability to react
to the demand and increase or reduce their power output. Colloquially, this logic is
called supply follows demand. With increasing shares of variable renewable energies,
the ability to adapt the energy supply to the demand is limited. The energy supply
system is currently experiencing a paradigm shift from supply follows demand towards
demand follows supply74. As non-variable renewable energies do not pose this
challenge to the energy system, they will not be covered in this section. Hereinafter,
the variable renewable energy sources wind power and photovoltaic power will be
explained briefly.
Wind Power
Wind power uses air masses as sources of kinetic energy. Those moving air
masses are the result of air pressure differences in adjacent areas. The friction of the
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moving air particles creates a rotational movement of the rotors. This rotational kinetic
energy is converted into electrical energy using a generator. Power plants can consist
of one or more wind turbines at a designated location. The turbines can be
distinguished into on- and off-shore turbines, as well as according to their peak power,
which can range from below 1 kW up to more than 10 MW. The electrical power
output of wind turbines is proportional to the current wind speed cubed75. Due to the
highly variable nature of wind, the power output of wind turbines is highly variable
and only limitedly predictable73. The performance of the wind turbine at its location
can be calculated using the capacity factor (CF). The capacity factor is the ratio
between annual energy generation and the theoretical maximum annual energy
generated at peak power.

𝐶𝐹 =

𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑
∗ 100%
𝑑
ℎ
𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑘 ∗ 365 ∗ 24
𝑎
𝑑

(2.14)

The more variable an energy source, the lower is the Capacity factor. The CF
can be calculated for any power plant, both renewable and non-renewable. The
specific CF for both conventional and renewable energy sources is shown in Figure
26.
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Figure 26: Specific annual capacity factor of energy sources, conventional and renewable energy, own figure, data
source: US EIA 202076

A low capacity factor can also result from the specific operation schedule of a
power plant. With increasing shares of variable renewable energy, conventional power
plants will experience lower utilization rates and consequently lower capacity factors.
Photovoltaic Power
The second predominantly used variable renewable energy source is solar
power. Direct solar irradiance can be used to generate electricity using the
photovoltaic effect. Photovoltaic panels are combined to a photovoltaic power plant,
which can be dimensioned according to the desired peak power and the available
space. Thus, photovoltaic energy can be used both on a private, roof-mounted scale
and on a utility scale77. The dynamic power output of photovoltaic power is
determined by the variable solar irradiance. Figure 27 shows the spatial distribution of
solar irradiance in the United States.
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Figure 27: Global horizontal solar irradiance in the US, annual average, source: National Renewable Energy
Laboratory 201878

The map shows that there is a correlation of solar irradiance and latitude.
Despite the latitude, the climate and typical weather of the location determines the
potential output of solar power plants. Besides the spatial differences in solar power
potential, solar power output is influenced by temporal fluctuations in solar
irradiance79. Figure 28 shows the daily fluctuations in solar power generation of two
different sample days.
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Figure 28: Daily fluctuations and weather influence on solar power output, own figure, data source: IWF TU BS80

The power output is directly dependent on the daily course of the sun and thus
the angle of the solar irradiance on the photovoltaic panel. The course of the sun
creates the characteristic bell-curve of the power output graph shown in Figure 28,
sample day 1. If disturbances such as clouds or shade occur, the power output
decreases dramatically. The data of sample day 2 shows how the reduction of direct
solar irradiance through clouds or shade can negatively influence the power output.
The fluctuations may happen on a temporal scale of seconds and pose a great
challenge for the successful implementation of high shares of solar power into
electricity grids77. Due to the seasonal changes of the courses of the sun, the power
output of photovoltaic power changes significantly throughout the year. Figure 29
shows the annual variability of the global horizontal irradiance (GHI) of a location on
the northern hemisphere.
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Figure 29: Annual variability of global horizontal irradiance, source: Hammer et al. 201281

While the summer months have the highest average GHI, the winter months
have the lowest. The temporal variability of solar irradiance determines the temporal
variability of solar power output. Together with wind energy, solar energy is the most
predominantly used form of variable renewable energy. The variability of these energy
forms poses great challenges to the successful integration of large shares of renewable
energy81.

2.2.2 Rhode Island
Rhode Island will face a change in the energy supply in the next years. In the
year 2018, 93 % of all electricity was generated by natural gas power plants82. Rhode
Island set incentives to achieve a share of renewable energies of 38.5 % in the year
203583. As a reference, Figure 30 shows the global transition from fossil fuels towards
an increasing share of renewable energies.
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Figure 30: Global conventional and renewable net electricity generation projections, source: US EIA 202084

While the overall global electricity generation will increase with a rate of 1%
in the next 30 years, the increase in fossil fuels is mitigated by a growing share of
renewable energies. With an average increase of 0.61 % per year, the share of
renewable energies for electricity generation is projected to reach almost 38% in the
year 2050. While the development in hydroelectric power is stagnating further (37% in
2018 to 14% in 2050), wind and solar power are estimated to account for 79% of the
renewable electricity generation by 205084. This development is favorable due to the
inexhaustible source of solar and wind energy, but the high shares of solar and wind
energy will pose significant challenges to the electricity system, including electricity
grids, management and consumers. The global development of wind and solar power
further strengthens the need for energy flexibility and demand side management of any
electricity consuming entity within the system. As an additional reference to the Rhode
Island energy situation, the share of renewable energies of the US net electricity
generation is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: US electricity generation by energy source, own figure, data source: US EIA 202085

In the US, the predominantly used renewable energy sources are hydroelectric
power and wind power. All renewable energies combined represent a share of 18.2 %
of the total net electricity generation.
By the year 2020, Rhode Island aims at a total power of all renewable sources
of 1000 MW, which is similar to the power of the rejected 900 MW natural gas power
plant, that was initially planned in Burriville, RI86. The renewable energy sources
include solar energy (both roof-top and large scale), small hydropower, wind energy
(both onshore and offshore) as well as anaerobic digestion and landfill gas87.
Compared to conventional fossil fuel-based energy sources, renewable energies have a
significantly smaller carbon footprint. The life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions of
wind and solar energy are 11.5 and 44.5 g

Co2-eq./kWh,

respectively, whereas for gas

and coal, they are 490 and 820 gCo2-eq./kWh, respectively88. Brown University already
aims at relying on 100 % renewable energies, which is among others supplied by a 50
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MW solar power farm89. The University of Rhode Island has plans to increase the
share of renewable energies and thus reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Three solar
energy farms are proposed that have a aggregated power of 40 MW90.
Rhode Island does not have large amounts of fossil resources, like oil, gas or
coal. Still, most of the energy is fossil fuel based. As of 2018, 93 % of all electricity
was generated by natural gas power plants, with only 7 % being supplied by renewable
energy sources, like wind and solar energy91. The required fossil resources for the
energy generation in Rhode Island are being imported from other states or even from
Canada. This natural gas is being transported to Rhode Island either via pipelines or
tanker trucks. The main pipelines are the Algonquin Pipeline and the Tennessee Gas
Pipeline, an interstate pipeline that stretches from Texas and its border to Mexico all
the way to Rhode Island and Massachusetts92. Figure 32 shows the electricity
generation in Rhode Island by source from 2001 to 2017.

Figure 32: Electricity generation in Rhode Island by Source, 2001 – 2017, source: Popovich 201891

Figure 32 shows that in the past years no significant reduction in the use of fossil fuels
could be achieved. Only from 2015, renewable energies like wind (blue) and solar
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power (yellow) increase with biomass increasing from 2013 to 2014 and stagnating at
a share of approximately 4 %. The pink line indicates the use of petroleum which still
supplies homes on islands like Block Island.
The total energy consumption in Rhode Island can be allocated to four main
socioeconomic sectors, namely residential, commercial, transportation and industrial.
Combining industrial and commercial, an easy rule can be applied that often
represents the energy consumption in economies all over the world. Each sector
contributes to approximately a third of all energy consumption. Figure 33 shows the
four main energy consuming sectors in Rhode Island, with the total annual energy
consumption being 183.8 trillion BTU or 53.86 TWh82.

Figure 33: Rhode Island energy consumption by end-use sector 2017, source: US EIA82

From Figure 22 and Figure 33, it can be seen that the biggest overlap with the
water consumption is in the residential sector, as transportation and industrial does not
consume much water. This indicates that the residential water and energy consumption
have a strong relation and is worth investigating.
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The water supply sector energy intensity is not listed but can be approximated.
The daily use is 343 MG/d, which is equivalent to 125,195 MG/a. Figure 34 shows the
embodied energy of tap water, after it has been conveyed, treated and distributed. The
distribution has by far the highest share of the embodied energy, accounting for 84.6 %
of all embodied energy. This value depends on the topography in which the water
supply system is embedded. In mountainous regions, the energy intensity of the
distribution network can increase to maintain the required water pressure in the subsystems. On the other hand, in very flat regions no sub-systems are needed for
maintaining pressure levels in the distribution system93.

Figure 34: Embodied energy of surface water facilities, source: Water in the West16

Using the value for the embodied energy from Figure 34, which is 1,425.7
kWh / MG, the total annual energy consumption of the water supply sector in Rhode
Island can be approximated.

𝐸𝑊𝑆,𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝑄𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑆 = 125,195
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𝑀𝐺
𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑇𝑊ℎ
∗ 1,425.7
= 0.178
𝑎
𝑀𝐺
𝑎

(2.15)

In relation to the 53.86 TWh of total energy consumption, the water supply
sector amounts to a share of 0.33 % of the total energy consumed in Rhode Island. The
environmental impact of freshwater supply is thus directly linked to emissions from
the energy supply sector. Renewable energies can help to reduce embodied greenhouse
gas emissions, as well as further related emissions of the water supply system.
Energy Incentives
Rhode Island is one of 38 states in the US, that have introduced a renewable
energy standard or portfolio to mitigate climate change and to reduce their dependency
on non-renewable fossil resources. As Rhode Island has no fossil resources in the
state, increasing in-state energy generation from renewable sources could benefit the
Rhode Island economy and reduce its dependency on fossil fuel imports from other
states. Due to the state’s small size, Rhode Island ranks 45th of all states regarding total
emissions of carbon dioxide. If calculated per MWh produced, the state now ranks
32nd due to its emission intensive electricity generation using natural gas94.
The underlying plans and incentives to introduce more renewable energies are
the Rhode Island State Energy Plan for 2035, the Rhode Island Renewable Energy
Standard (RIRES) as well as the Renewable Energy Growth Program and Fund (REG
and REF). This main goal of the Renewable Energy Standard is to achieve a share of
38.5 % of renewable sources in the electricity generation sector by the year 2035. This
aim is also incorporated in the State Energy Plan. The REG and REF are the main
supporting economic programs that carry this development. The first mid-term goal of
the Renewable Energy Standard is to increase the in-state capacity of renewable
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energies to 1,000 MW by the year 2020. This number includes already installed plants
as well as such, that are in the planning phase. In 2013, the total installed power of
renewable energies was only 29 MW92. Investments into solar and wind power led to a
total installed power of 371 MW in 201995, indicating that Rhode Island will not meet
its 1,000 MW goal by 2020. Including planned renewable energy plants, The Rhode
Island Office of Energy Resources proposes 809 MW of renewable energies by the
year 2020, still falling short of the goal87.

Figure 35: Rhode Island clean energy portfolio - 1,000 MW by 2020, source: RI OER87

The major contributor to this goal is the proposed Revolution Wind Farm
Project by Deepwater Wind. This Offshore wind project would generate 400 MW of
power and benefits from steadier offshore winds and thus a higher capacity factor.
Despite that, no land is to be used which would be a big hurdle for on-shore wind farm
projects in Rhode Island96. Figure 36 shows the revolution wind project and major
solar projects in Rhode Island97,98.
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Figure 36: Left: Revolution Wind Project; Right: Solar projects in Rhode Island, source: Kuffner 201897, SEIA
201998

Despite Rhode Island falling short of their first major goal, their future projects
indicate the willingness to invest into clean and renewable energy. Besides the
environmental savings that would result from renewable energies, the state’s economy
is likely to profit from energy that is being generated in the state by resources that are
available in-state. Every investment into renewable energies also is a preventive step
towards potential future national-scale emissions and renewable energies regulations.

2.3 The Water Energy Nexus
This section evaluates the current state of research on the water-energy nexus.
The first major achievement in the assessment of water for energy and energy for
water is Peter H. Gleick’s Water and Energy which was published in 1994. It describes
the use of energy for water related actions, such as moving of water, groundwater
pumping and desalination, as well as the water intensity of various fossil and
renewable energy sources. Gleick concludes, that water and energy should not be seen
individually and that the interdependencies should be taken into account in any case of
water or energy policy.
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Although the word nexus cannot be found in the paper, it marks the beginning of
extensive research on the water-energy nexus99. As of today, the research about the
water-energy nexus has evolved. Further perspectives are also included, extending the
water-energy nexus to e.g. the water-energy-health nexus, the water-energy-food nexus
and the water-energy-climate nexus.
An extensive literature review does already exist for the water-energy nexus. A
very important publication is “Water and Energy Nexus: A Literature Review” from
the Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment and the Bill Lane Center for the
American West. The report was published in 2013 and evaluates current water and
energy nexus research as well as distinguishes the approaches into water for energy
and energy for water. The main relevant energy for water aspects of the report are
summarized into the conclusions listed in Table 4.
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Table 4: Energy for Water findings summary, source: Water in the West16

1

There is a substantial lack of groundwater data in the US, including the mass
balance of aquifers as well as the energy related to the conveyance of
groundwater and especially the increasing required pumping depth.

2

Water losses along the supply network must be assessed. This includes not
only the amount of water lost, but also relates to the energy that is embedded
in these losses.

3

Water treatment practices are not well documented and vary significantly
across the US. There is a need for comparison of the techniques used and the
resulting water quality and energy intensity.

4

There is a need to assess the embedded energy in the treatment of recycled
water up to drinking water quality and the potential of this practice to reduce
stress on water resources.

5

The increasing number of new pollutants in water require increased amounts
of energy for their treatment, as well as new treatment technologies. The
energy intensity of both existing technologies and new technologies needs to
be evaluated. Best management practices must be compared to currently used
technologies.

In the water for energy section, the water needs for different energy sources are
assessed. These sources include coal, natural gas, uranium, thermoelectric power
generation, oil and transportation biofuels. The main statement is that in every sector
there is a lack of data and knowledge about the water use of the specific energy
source16. This literature review does not include renewable energies and their potential
impact on the future water and energy supply system. The author’s recommendations
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mostly target the concept of efficiency. This applies for all sectors of both water for
energy and energy for water, that were assessed in the report.
Most recommendations point out that more data is required, and technologies
have to be made more efficient. The report lacks information about the potentials of
system flexibility in both the water and energy supply system. Despite the major
findings of the report, some more very relevant information and facts are mentioned.
The authors mention the similarity of the water distribution network and electricity
distribution networks, as well as the role of the consumer to define the required input
from the supply system. Figure 34 shows, that the distribution of water to the customer
is by far the most energy intensive part of the water supply system with the intensity
depending on the topography, in which the supply system is embedded. The authors
argue that assessment of the water demand and the potentials of using storage tanks
can help to foster sustainable development in the water supply sector. The authors do
not propose any approach to assess the actual potential.
With the current situation of a trend towards renewable energies, the challenge
of keeping a balance between demand and supply is intensified, as energy supply is
not flexibly adaptable to the energy demand. As this literature review was published in
2013, the main research focus lies on papers that were published in the years 2013 to
2019, unless a major relevancy is assumed, and the paper is not included in the
literature review report. Although this literature review is very extensive, it mostly
follows the life cycle pathway of energy and water separately. Also, the scope of this
study is often limited to the US or even the western part of the US.
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Water-energy nexus research can be distinguished regarding the research
approach, which is defined by the investigation scope and the methodologies used.
The scope varies from single appliances or entities within the water and energy system
to the evaluation of larger supply systems. Methodologies include but are not limited
to environmental or life-cycle assessments, simulation modelling and linear and nonlinear programing.
Many approaches focus on islands, as the water energy nexus is an even more
crucial due to the limited resources and infrastructure100. Current research regarding
the energy use in the water supply system includes the relation of water quality to its
embodied energy in treatment processes101, the assessment of energy efficiency and air
emissions of the water supply system102,103 , the use of water supply networks to
increase the use of renewable energies104,105 and sea water desalination using
renewable energies106. Further concepts to address renewable energies in the water
sector include the use of aquifer well pumps for energy storage purposes107 and the
reutilization of old elevated storage tanks for pumped hydro storage108.
An increasing share of renewable energies requires the energy-water nexus to not
only address the efficiency of single processes, but also the flexibility. Only very few
publications can be found on the topic of water supply system flexibility to adapt to an
increasing share of renewable energies. Meschede assessed the potential of storage
capacities and demand shifting strategies in water supply systems on islands to
increase the energy self-sufficiency105. Another approach evaluates how the water
distribution network can be made flexible to address energy flexibility109. Still, these
are the few approaches that can be found on flexibility in the water-energy nexus.
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Main Findings
Although Rhode Island is a state rich in precipitation, the water supply system
is experiencing increasing stresses. Efforts towards increasing the share of renewable
energies are likely to significantly reduce the use of saline water for cooling purposes
in thermoelectric power generation plants. The largest freshwater use sector is the
residential and public supply sector. Increasing stresses on the supply system are
mainly caused by summer irrigation using tap water. Despite the stress itself, the
variety of water supply systems in Rhode Island leads to a lack of data especially for
self-supplied homes or smaller communities that rely mostly on groundwater. The
embodied energy and related emissions of the Rhode Island water supply can either be
mitigated by using water more efficiently or by switching to alternative water sources.
Especially for irrigation purposes, alternative approaches like rooftop rainwater
harvesting should be implemented to reduce the use of tap water for purposes that do
not require that level of quality. This would also reduce the total energy consumption
of the water supply sector.
The increasing share of renewable energies has a great potential for Rhode
Island’s economy. As fossil fuels are currently being imported from other states,
Rhode Island can profit from in-state renewable electricity generation and reduce their
dependency both on other states and non-renewable fossil resources themselves.
Potential future national legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions can be
preventively addressed by already implementing renewable energies into the Rhode
Island electricity grid mix. The main shortcoming of renewable energies like wind and
solar power is their volatile and fluctuating power generation behavior. A common
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way to account for that is to use large battery systems that can reduce the deviation of
use and supply. The water supply sector has a natural energy storage opportunity in
elevated storage tanks. Through flexible planning and control, elevated storage tanks
could be an entity that can be used to increase the utilization of renewable energies.
Current scientific literature on water and energy nexus topics indicates that in
past years water and energy efficiency were the primary strategies to achieve higher
quality and security, while reducing the use of either water for energy or energy for
water. In recent years some publications address storage potentials in the water supply
sector as well as flexibility potentials that lie in the water supply system. Flexibility
has shown great potentials in industrial applications to reduce electricity related
greenhouse gas emissions through an increasing utilization of renewable energies. As
this novel strategy can be applied to any energy consuming process or entity, the water
supply system is likely to have a significant potential for flexibility measures, as
storage capacities are already essential elements of water supply systems. In
conclusion, three main fields of action are detected in this chapter:
•

Increasing shares of renewable energies will reduce the overall Rhode
Island water demand.

•

The total fresh-water demand, as well as its related embodied energy and
emissions can be reduced by decoupling lawn irrigation from the energy
intensive, high-quality freshwater supply system using alternative
approaches, like rainwater harvesting.

•

The water supply system contains naturally existing potentials to increase
renewable energy utilization by implementing energy flexibility measures
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through flexible process control and the use of elevated storage tanks as
volume buffers and energy storage.
It is recommended, that future research on the water-energy nexus and even the waterenergy-climate nexus should take these aspects into account. These concepts will help
the water supply system and the energy supply system to become more sustainable.

2.4 Demand Side Management
Demand side management (DSM) has become an increasingly important
strategy to cope with increasing shares of fluctuating renewable energies. From the
initially economic motivation to adapt to electricity price fluctuation, the concept of
demand side management evolved to consider economic and ecological aspects more
holistically in the past decades110. A first widely accepted definition and framework
was introduced by Clark W. Gellings in 1985. According to Gellings, “DSM is the
planning, implementation, and monitoring of those utility activities designed to
influence customer use of electricity in ways that will produce desired changes in the
utility’s load shape, i.e., changes in the time pattern and magnitude of a utility’s
load.”111. Along with this definition, six categories to apply demand side management
were defined, which are shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Demand side management strategies, own figure based on Gellings 1985111

There is no defined range of power of time, which allows these strategies to be
applied on different levels of power (single processes up to whole systems) and time
periods (seconds up to years).
The proposed change in Rhode Island’s electricity mix poses the necessary
opportunity to adapt energy consuming entities to fluctuating energy supply.
Forecasting of fluctuating renewable energies like wind and solar power plays a
significant role in planning dynamic loads ahead112. Often, these forecasts mainly
address daily to weekly forecasts, though113. To adapt to fluctuating energy demands in
a minute or even second time frame, demand side management provides tools to
flexibly adapt energy demands to the currently available energy supply. This increased
productivity of systems needs sufficient downstream storage capacities to act as
buffers. Water supply systems have the potential to implement flexibility measures, as
storage capacities are already part of the system in the form of elevated storage tanks.
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The potential to implement demand side management measures decentralized
water supply systems will be assessed. A case study will be conducted with the object
of investigation being the water supply system of the University of Rhode Island,
including conveyance, treatment, storage and distribution. The URI elevated storage
tank has a capacity of approximately 1 million gallons114, which is a promising volume
for buffering flexible supply system productivity. As the quality of drinking water is
related to the retention time in the system, the measures aim at not affecting the
drinking water quality in a negative way.
For the particular case of elevated storage tanks, the underlying concept is the
transformation of electrical energy from renewable sources to mechanical energy to
run the pumps to hydrostatic energy which is stored in the elevated storage tank. The
round-trip efficiency of existing pumped hydro storage plants is 80 %, with losses
occurring in both the pump and turbine with approximately equal shares. The resulting
pump efficiency is calculated as the square root of the round-trip efficiency and is
around 89 – 90 %115. The amount of energy stored in the elevated storage tank changes
with the fill level of the elevated storage tank. Excess energy from renewable sources
can be used to increase the amount of energy stored in the elevated storage tank with a
low emission footprint, which eventually allows reductions of electricity demands
from sources with a higher emission footprint.
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3

METHODOLOGY

This chapter explains the proposed research study on increasing the share of
renewable energies using demand side management in water supply systems. The
system characteristics are demonstrated from both the water and energy perspective.
Data acquisition and treatment as well as the implementation of data and concepts into
the simulation modelling process are explained. The reference scenario and the
adapted potential future scenario are distinguished. This chapter serves as a profound
reference for the scenario comparison and proposed improvement analysis in chapter
4. Figure 38 summarizes the proposed study using a framework drawn from cyberphysical production system approaches116.

Figure 38: Case study framework, own figure based on Thiede et al. 2016116

Both the energy system and the water system are assessed regarding their design
and control parameters, as well as state and disturbance variables. These parameters
and variables serve as the foundation of the operation control loop used in the water
supply system. Data from the physical world is acquired from both the water and
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energy system and subsequently treated towards a state that can be used by the
simulation model. Data is fed into the model using an application interface, that lets
the model draw data from the water and energy system throughout the simulation runs.
Key performance indicators are calculated for each scenario during the simulation
runs, are then stored in a database and are ultimately exported into static cell-based
spreadsheets. From the spreadsheets, the results can be visualized, compared and
interpreted to provide a scientific foundation to formulate recommended actions.
These recommended actions could potentially be implemented in the physical system
within the boundaries of uncertainty and model abstraction. The challenge of
implementing measures based on a digital twin model are expounded in chapter 5.

3.1 System Characteristics
The proposed approach assesses the water supply system’s ability to be used for
flexibility measures along the water’s path from conveyance to use. Water supply
systems already use means of demand side management. By running booster pumps
before the early morning demand peak, the fill level in water storage tanks in the
distribution system is increased. Thus, the system pressure is increased and the
reliance on booster pumps during high water demand can be reduced.
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3.1.1 Water Supply System Characteristics
The water supply system, which is assessed in this study represents the
University of Rhode Island water supply system. The digital twin model will be
subject to assumptions that have to be made to efficiently model the system with an
adequate level of abstraction.

3.1.1.1 Supply
The University of Rhode Island maintains its own water supply system, the
URI Water District. The system is adjacent to the Kingston Water District. For
increased reliability, a security connection connects the two comparatively small water
districts117. Figure 39 shows the spatial extent of the URI Water District, as well as the
adjacent supply system, the Kingston Water District. For the modelling of the system,
the security connection is neglected to assess the URI water supply system as a
decentral and potentially autarchic system.

Figure 39: The URI water district and adjacent Kingston water district, source: Town of South Kingstown Web GIS
2020118
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The source of water in the URI water supply system is groundwater, which is
drawn from the Chipuxet Aquifer using three high volume wells. Figure 40 shows the
Kingston area with the University of Rhode Island. The URI is located directly next to
the Chipuxet aquifer. An enlarged excerpt of the map is shown in Figure 41 including
the three wells and the respective wellhead protection area and the elevated storage
tank.

Figure 40: URI freshwater source: The Chipuxet aquifer, source: Rhode Island Water Resources Board 2012119
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Figure 41: URI freshwater source: Wells and WHPA, source: Rhode Island Water Resources Board 2012119

The three high volume wells are located on Thirty Acre Pond Rd. on an
elevation of 33.5 above sea level. Figure 42 shows a map of the URI campus with 5 ft
contour lines.

Figure 42: University of Rhode Island topographic map, 5 ft contour lines, own figure based on ESRI ArcGIS
2020120, University of Rhode Island Environmental Data Center 2020121, Rhode Island Geographic Information
System consortium 2020, US Geological Survey 2020122
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Figure 41 and Figure 42 show that the three wells lie at a comparatively low
elevation, while the storage tank lies on a high elevation with the distribution system
that is spread across the campus being between the wells and the tank.

3.1.1.2 Distribution system
The distribution system for the case study is assumed to be a traditional branch
configuration. Although nowadays, grid/loop-networks are more commonly used, the
branch network is sufficient for modelling from an energy perspective. The hydraulic
complexity of grid networks with multidirectional flows is not appropriate for the
purpose of this study. The only bidirectional flow of water is considered at the branch
line leading to the elevated storage tank. According to the mass balance of supply and
demand, water might flow in the direction of the tank (Qfill,release > 0) or back into the
system (Qfill,release < 0). It should be noted that Bidirectional flow can not exist
simultaneously. Water can only flow in either direction at different points of time.
Figure 43 illustrates the mass balance of the system and the storage tank. The pipes are
assumed to contain no air at any point of time, which implies that the volume of water
in the pipes never changes.

Figure 43: Distribution system volume balance, own figure
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𝑄𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 (𝑡) > 𝑄𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑡) ⟺ 𝑄𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙,𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑡) > 0

(3.1)

𝑄𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦 (𝑡) < 𝑄𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑡) ⟺ 𝑄𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙,𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑡) < 0

(3.2)

This study assesses a potential future scenario of energy and water supply at
the University of Rhode Island. For modelling purposes, a uniform pipe material is
assumed in the distribution system. The pipes are assumed to be made out of the most
predominantly used material today, which is polyvinyl chloride (PVC)43,11. The
absolute pipe roughness of the material PCV is 0.0015 mm123.
Water supply system pipes can be distinguished into transmission pipes,
distribution pipes and service lines. Additionally, dual-purpose pipes can be used as
both transmission pipe and distribution pipe according to the specific system layout
and dimension. The pipes in the distribution system have been dimensioned according
to the minimum, maximum and average water demand and the resulting hydraulic
variables, such as Reynolds number and velocity. The diameters used in this study
range from 12.5 mm for low demand service lines to 200 mm for distribution mains.
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Figure 44: Assumed URI water distribution mains and service lines, own figure based on ESRI ArcGIS 2020120

All pipe distances are estimated using a branch distribution system and
connecting the residence halls and other housing options to the distribution main Du1.
The population of Fraternity Circle is seen as a whole. The total distribution network
length in the Fraternity Circle is thus divided by the number of houses to calculate the
mean service line length from the houses to the distribution main.
For hydraulic calculations, the distribution main D1 has to be recalculated after
every junction, as the dynamic flow decreases with every service line. The distribution
main D1 is thus cut into 14 single segments, namely D1 – D1m.
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3.1.1.3 Storage Tank
The distribution system is connected to a one million gallon elevated storage
tank, which is located at Flagg Rd. on an elevation of 72.2 m above sea level. The
substructure of the tank is assumed to be 18 meters high. Thus, the bottom of the tank
itself is at 90.2 ft. above sea level. The storage tank is floating on the distribution
system. The dynamically changing free surface of the water in the tank marks the
highest point of the water within the system. The minimum fill level is determined by
the requirement to provide 20 psi pressure at any service connection within the system.
The connection with the highest elevation is the IEP / TI house at 70.1 ft. For the
required pressure, the minimum water level can be calculated.

ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 20 𝑝𝑠𝑖 𝑥 0.703

ℎ𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 20 𝑝𝑠𝑖 𝑥 0.703

𝑚
− (𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘,𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 − 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝐼𝐸𝑃,𝑇𝐼 )
𝑝𝑠𝑖
𝑓𝑡
− (90.2 𝑚 − 70.1 𝑚) = −6.04 𝑚
𝑝𝑠𝑖

(3.3)

(3.4)

Equation (3.1) shows, that even if the tank is empty, the water level in the
vertical pipe is enough to supply sufficient pressure to the consumer with the highest
elevation. This does not include continuous losses in the distribution system.
Continuous losses will be calculated dynamically for each time step in the simulation
run. For security reasons, a certain minimum fill level should be determined at a point
above the bottom of the tank. Due to the small diameter of the vertical pipe, any
demand can reduce the static head drastically and it might fall below the requirement
of 20 psi. A minimum fill level of 5 ft is assumed in the storage tank. For modelling
purposes, the tank shape is assumed to be cylindrical instead of oval. The changing
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water level (WL) in the tank can then be determined by dividing the current volume in
the tank by the circular bottom area.

𝑊𝐿 (𝑡) =

𝑉(𝑡) 𝑉 (𝑡)
=
𝐴
𝜋 ∗ 𝑟²

(3.5)

A constant water surface area allows for a linear correlation between the
current volume in the tank and the water level

3.1.1.4 Pumps
From Figure 41, it can be seen that three wells and thus three pumps are used
to supply water to the system. For modelling purposes, it is assumed that these three
pumps are used to pump water into the system from an endless source of groundwater.
The pumps are dimensioned using the assumed diurnal demand curve. The power that
the water needs to be pumped into the system with (water power) can be calculated:

𝑃𝑤 [𝑘𝑊] =

𝜌 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑄 ∗ 𝑇𝐷𝐻[𝑚]
1000 ∗ 𝜂

(3.6)

The height h is the sum of all heads within the distribution system, namely the
static head, the pressure head, the volume head and the friction head. The
consideration of the pump head will be explained further in section 3.2.2.4.
𝑇𝐷𝐻(𝑡) = 𝑆𝐻(𝑡) + 𝑃𝐻(𝑡) + 𝑉𝐻(𝑡) + 𝐹𝐻(𝑡)

(3.7)

Based on literature references, the efficiency of the pump is assumed to be
70 %, including both motor and pump efficiency49,124.
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3.1.1.5 Population served
Population data from URI was acquired from information websites of the
University of Rhode Island. According to URI, approximately 5600 undergraduate
students live in 25 residence halls125. Data from the individual websites of the
residence halls was not always available but was provided by the URI Housing and
Residential Life Customer Service via email. The total number of undergraduate
students in residence halls was aggregated from the data sources and is a total of 5999
residents. Additionally, approximately 700 students live in the 15 sororities and
fraternities. 13 of these are located on campus and thus supplied through the URI
water district126. It is assumed that the population in the sororities and fraternities is
equally distributed between the houses, resulting in an estimated population of 606
students living on-campus. An additional 75 residents live in the International
Engineering Program House and the Texas Instruments House127.

Figure 45: Life on campus - Residence halls, fraternity circle and other, own figure based on ESRI ArcGIS 2020120
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Figure 46: Life on campus - Number of residents and building elevation of on-campus housing, own figure, based
on ESRI ArcGIS 2020120, University of Rhode Island 2020128

According to Figure 39, the University Gateway Apartments and the Graduate
Village are not located within the URI water supply system and will thus not be
included in this study. The total population served by the URI water district is assumed
to be the sum of all residence halls, sororities and fraternities and other housing
options on campus and is 6674. Although there are many more demand ends to the
water supply system, this study aims at evaluating the potential of energy flexibility
for domestic water supply systems and does not consider any further irregular water
use on campus for i.e. laboratories, dining halls, gardens, etc.
Water demand data is estimated using the mean water usage in Rhode Island of
58 – 72 gal/p*day57. The total water demand can be calculated by multiplying the
mean demand of 65 gal/p*day with the population and results in a daily demand of
433,810 gal/day or 1641.97 m³/day. No data was available to display any diurnal
patterns of the water demand. The dynamic demand curve was aggregated based on
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the assumption of two major peaks in the morning and in the evening as well as an
additional, slightly lower peak at lunchtime. While different diurnal patterns may exist,
this pattern is based on past studies about water demand forecasting129. The daily
demand is allocated to the characteristic pattern, maintaining the average demand of
65 gal/p*day.
𝑡=24ℎ

∫

𝑄𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑡 = 65

0

𝑔𝑎𝑙
𝑝 ∗ 𝑑𝑎𝑦

(3.8)

The assumed diurnal demand curve is shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47: Assumed diurnal water demand curve, own figure based on Alvisi et al. 2007129

To add potential variations to the curve, each day’s data is fed into a normal
distribution tool, which alters each value slightly to represent daily differences in
water use. The tool assumes a normal distribution with a mean of 65 gal/p*day and a
double sigma of 2σ = 7 gal/p*day. Accordingly 95.45 % of the values created by the
tool then fall into the range of 58 – 72 gal/p*day, representing the range of water
consumption data for the state of Rhode Island57.
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Figure 48: Assumed normal distribution of individual water demand data, own figure based on Wang et al. 2015130

3.1.2 Energy Supply System Characteristics
The energy supply for this study consists of two major systems. Initially,
electricity is supplied through the physically existing connection to the Rhode Island
electricity grid. Furthermore, a scenario will be simulated in which renewable energy
is provided by photovoltaic and wind energy.

3.1.2.1 Grid Electricity
Grid electricity is assumed to be available without limitations. The University
of Rhode Island is connected to the interconnected New England-wide electricity grid.
Electricity market participants in the six states of New England are members of the
New England Power Pool (NEPOOL)131. For Rhode Island, National Grid is the
provider of the transmission system and contractor of supplying the University of
Rhode Island with electricity. Despite the high share of natural gas in the Rhode Island
electricity generation, the same does not apply for the grid mix due to the connection
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to the New England-wide integrated electricity grid. The grid mix of the system is
shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: Electricity grid mix, standard offer service in Rhode Island for National Grid customers, own figure,
data source: National Grid 2020132 / NEPOOL 2019133

The combined CO2-emissions of 378.45 gCO2/kWh will be used to determine
the carbon intensity of the reference scenario.

3.1.2.2 Renewable Energy
Any additional scenarios in this study will assess the potential integration of
renewable energies to supply the URI water supply system with electricity. The main
focus of this study lies on the fluctuating renewable energy carriers. Therefore, wind
power and photovoltaic power are chosen as renewable energies. Although a
photovoltaic plant already exists near the University and a Wind farm exists off the
shore of Block Island, the installed power of the renewable energies is designed and
dimensioned according to the energy demand of the water supply system for
modelling and evaluation purposes.
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Data for the renewable energies is acquired from a small-scale photovoltaic and
wind power plant, that is mainly used for research purposes on renewable energies in a
manufacturing environment. The system is located on the roof of the Institute of
Machine Tools and Production Technology (IWF) of the Technical University of
Braunschweig, Germany.

Figure 50: Roof-mounted wind turbine and photovoltaic system on the Institute of Machine Tools and Production
Technology, source: IWF TU BS 201780

The installed peak power of the Photovoltaic and Wind turbine is 2.94 kW and
2.7 kW, respectively134. Generation data of both wind and photovoltaic power are
continuously monitored in a very detailed temporal data resolution of one second.
Data collected from the wind turbine will not be altered due to the highly fluctuating
nature of wind power.
Relocation coefficient and power scaling
Data from the photovoltaic (PV) system is fit to the Rhode Island scenario
using a relocation coefficient, which considers the location of the PV system and
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adjusts the data points accordingly. The proportion of the PV system output is
calculated using the European Commission Photovoltaic Geographical Information
System (PV-GIS).
Table 5: Calculation of a relocation coefficient for photovoltaic power data, data source: European Commission PVGIS 2020135

Location

Annual in-plane irradiance
[kWh/m²*a]

Annual photovoltaic energy
generation
[kWh/a]

IWF, Braunschweig, Germany

1240.11

2928.2

URI, Kingston, Rhode Island

1721.27

4131.44

Relocation coefficient [ - ]

1.411

Due to the higher in-plane irradiance in Rhode Island, the annual energy output
of the same system at URI is 4131.44 kWh compared to 2928.2 kWh for the
Braunschweig location, resulting in a relocation coefficient of 1.411 for all PV
datapoints135. The calculation considers an identical photovoltaic system with the same
peak power of 2.94 kW.
The wind turbine data is adapted to the area of the University of Rhode Island
using the Global Wind Atlas 3.0 (GWA 3.0), developed by the Technical University of
Denmark and the World Bank Group. The relocation coefficient is calculated using the
mean power density for the 10% windiest area in the selected region at a height of 100
meters136.
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Table 6: Calculation of a relocation coefficient for wind turbine power data, data source: GWA 3.0, DTU 2020136

Location

Mean wind speed

Mean power density

[m/s]

[W/m²]

IWF, Braunschweig, Germany

6.84

341

URI, Kingston, Rhode Island

6.69

322

Relocation coefficient [ - ]

0.944

Due to the lower mean wind speed, the mean power density on the site of the
University of Rhode Island is 94.4 % of the mean power density on the site of the
actual wind turbine in Braunschweig, Germany. The resulting relocation coefficient is
0.944. Every data point of the wind turbine power data series is multiplied with the
coefficient to recognize the study location.
The scale of the renewable energy supply is then set to potentially meet the
electricity demand of the water supply system. While the energy supplied might be
equal to the energy required over a set time period, it does not necessarily imply that
the renewable power is enough to meet the demand at any given point of time. After
assessing the reference scenario, the water supply system (WSS) operating schedule is
altered in a way, that tries to synchronize the energy demand to match the supply.
Demand side management measures are used to shift power from periods of low
renewable energy availability to periods of high renewable energy availability. The
goal is to create a balanced energy self-sufficient scenario as a starting point which
will then be improved towards real energy self-sufficiency134. In a balanced energy
self-sufficient system, the input energy over a defined time period equals the output
energy.
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𝑡

𝑡

𝐸𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦,𝑅𝐸,𝑡 − 𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑,𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑡 = ∑ 𝑃𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦,𝑅𝐸,𝑡 − ∑ 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑,𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑡 = 0
0

(3.9)

0

While the energy is equal, real energy self-sufficiency ensures that the demand
matches the supply so well, that the dynamic curve is synchronized perfectly.
The total energy demand of the water supply system will be computed in a simulation
run with reference scenario operation. The resulting total energy demand is
𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑,𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑡 = 2647.86 𝑘𝑊ℎ

(3.10)

While the total energy supply from the two renewable energy sources is
𝐸𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦,𝑅𝐸,𝑡 = 62.27 𝑘𝑊ℎ

(3.11)

All renewable energy datapoints are multiplied with a power scaling coefficient
to create a balanced self-sufficiency scenario.

𝑓𝑃𝑆 =

𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑,𝑊𝑆𝑆,𝑡
= 42.52
𝐸𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦,𝑅𝐸,𝑡

(3.12)

The resulting photovoltaic and wind power curve for one week is shown in
Figure 51.
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Figure 51: PV and wind power output, relocation considered, power scaled, own figure, data source: IWF TU BS
201780

The curve shows that most days are almost cloud free with slight wind in the
evenings. Day 1 represents an overcast day with slightly more wind than on the
following days.
Specific carbon intensity
The specific carbon intensity of both wind and solar power are shown in Figure
52. While for the NEPOOL grid mix the carbon emissions consider only CO2, the data
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change includes the life-cycle emissions
of both solar and wind energy, as well as other emissions contributing to the impact
category global warming. A direct comparison of CO2 solely would thus be even less
favorable for the NEPOOL grid mix. According to that, any results from emission
calculations in this study are subject to a conservative assumption.
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Figure 52: Specific global warming potential of selected electricity supply sources, own figure, data source: IPCC
2014137, NEPOOL 2019133, National Grid 2020132

The carbon intensity of the renewable energy data is calculated according to
dynamic share of wind and photovoltaic power throughout the simulation run.

𝐶𝑅𝐸,𝑡 =

𝑃𝑃𝑉,𝑡
𝑃𝑅𝐸,𝑡

∗ 𝐶𝑃𝑉 +

𝑃𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑,𝑡
𝑃𝑅𝐸,𝑡

∗ 𝐶𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑

(3.13)

3.2 Modelling and Simulation
This section explains the modelling approach used for this study. After an
introduction to the software used, the modelling steps are described for the single
agents and agent populations used in this study. The explanation of the agents refers to
the reference scenario. Furthermore, the differences between the proposed future
scenario and the reference scenario are described in section 3.2.3.
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3.2.1 Software
The Software used to model the digital twin of the physical system is
Anylogic®. Anylogic® is a multimethod simulation software that allows users to
combine various simulation paradigms, like system dynamics modelling, agent based
modelling and discrete event modelling. The modelling language used in Anylogic® is
the Java Modelling Language (JML). In Anylogic®, predefined libraries exist for
modelling different systems. These libraries include but are not limited to the process
modelling library, the material handling library, the pedestrian, road and railroad
library, the fluid library and the system dynamics library.

Figure 53: Overview of the Anylogic simulation software including palettes, elements, canvas and property editor,
source: Anylogic 2020138

Elements from the palette can be dragged and dropped onto the main canvas.
Agents or populations of agents can be created with each agent having its own canvas.
The modelling elements can be characterized using individual parameters of different
types (boolean, integer, double, string, …) that are already predefined by the specific
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element. For example, a storage tank can be assigned a capacity, an initial amount
(int), a name (string) and behavioral aspects, such as if it has a limited output rate
(boolean). Furthermore, many elements have boxes to enter JML code, if a certain
event is triggered (i.e. tank is empty, rate change, tank is full). Anylogic® allows users
to connect the model to data sources, such as .csv or .xlsx files to both acquire input
data for the model as well as to write output data after a simulation run.

3.2.2 System Modelling
For this study, no case-specific predefined library was used. Instead, the
modelling was done using the agent palette and system dynamics palette. Additional
elements are used from the state chart-, connectivity-, space markup- and analysis
palette. Empty populations of agents were created for the agent types pump, pipe and
consumer. These empty populations were filled using a function that allocates specific
parameters to each individual agent of an agent type. While a whole population of
agents has the same type of parameters, the values differ according to individual data.
Furthermore, state charts were used to model both the generic behavior of an agent
type, while also allowing for individual behavior based on the linked parameters.
While one agent of the type pump may follow the same logic as another, they
can be activated or shut down based on the individual agent’s parameters. The energy
supply and the storage tank are modelled directly onto the main canvas, as they are
single entities. The simulation time is set to 10080 minutes, which is equivalent to one
week. This duration was chosen to focus on the ability of the system to flexibly adapt
to changes in VRE availability at a high temporal resolution. Seasonal variability of
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renewable energy production is not yet considered in this study. After this time has
elapsed, the simulation is finished, and all results are written into a connected .xlsx-file
as a data series. In the following sections, the main modelling aspects of each agent or
agent type are explained.

3.2.2.1 Agent Main
The Agent Main is both used as the super-agent for all agent populations and
agents, as well as for the visualization of the dynamic system behavior. Input data files
and the required functions to load the data into the model are built on the main canvas.
All agents and agent populations are initially empty and are characterized and
quantified using a function that is called upon model start-up. This includes the
creation of 3 agents of the type pump, 27 agents of the type consumer and 52 agents of
the type pipe. Using spreadsheets, each individual agent can be characterized using
specific data, which is linked to the agent’s ID number. Furthermore, two single agents
exist for the storage tank and the energy supply. The main canvas is used to import,
store and visualize the dynamic data series for both the water consumption and energy
supply. Furthermore, functions to calculate total values of agent populations are
modelled on the main canvas. While for example, each individual consumer has its
water demand based on the population, the functions on the main canvas calculate the
total demand of all agents of the type consumer.
Helpful charts and plots are visualized on the main agent during simulation
runs. This includes time plots of water system data, such as the current water demand,
water supply and differential volume, the tank fill level and each residence hall’s
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current pressure. All pipes and consumers and pumps are additionally displayed on the
main canvas as agent presentations along with the most important parameters. The
presentations can change in color or size to highlight parameter values (i.e. pump is
active or pressure is too low at a service line). Energy data is visualized in a time plot,
which displays wind power, solar power, the current energy demand as well as the
energy balance.

3.2.2.2 Agent population Pipes
The agent population pipes consists of 52 agents of the type pipe. Each agent is
assigned an individual value for the parameters ID, length, diameter, roughness and
population served. A state chart is used to calculate necessary dynamic variables for
each time step. This includes the calculation of the current flow, velocity, Reynoldsnumber, flow regime, friction coefficient and resulting continuous pipe losses.
Depending on the location of the pipe in the system and individual agent ID, the
dynamic variables are calculated accordingly. For the pipe from the wells to the first
junction (D0) for example, the current flow is calculated based on the water supply by
the pumps. For a service line on the other hand, the flow is calculated by the current
demand and the population served by that line. The friction coefficient for the critical
and turbulent regime is approximated using the Blasius equation, while for the laminar
regime the law of Hagen-Poiseuille is used. The agent presentation on the main canvas
indicates the current flow regime, Reynolds-number, continuous losses and flow.
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3.2.2.3 Agent population Consumers
The agent population consumers consists of 27 agents of the type consumer.
The agent population consumer represents the 27 residence halls and other housing
option on the URI campus. The individual parameters include ID, elevation, name and
number of residents. A state chart is used to calculate the individual dynamic variables
of each consumer. The dynamic variables include the continuous pipe losses, the
dynamic head difference and the resulting pressure. At this point, one important
assumption is made. The pressure head is calculated based on the energy balance
between the storage tank and each individual consumer. The water supply system is
thus split into two parts from an energy perspective, namely the supply-side system
and the demand side system.
The water supply by the wells is part of the supply-side system and can thus be
excluded in the pressure head calculation. As the dynamic water level in the tank is
calculated based on the energy balance in the supply-side system, the water supply
from the wells is still accounted for in the pressure head calculations. The current
pressure head is calculated using the Bernoulli equation.

ℎ𝐸,𝑇𝑎𝑛𝑘 =

𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝜌∗𝑔

+

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 2
2∗𝑔

+ ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 = ℎ𝐸,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 =

𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝜌∗𝑔

+

𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 2
2∗𝑔

+ ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 + ∑ ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

(3.14)

As the pressure and the velocity on the water surface in the tank can be
assumed to be zero, the left term is only defined by the water level height in the tank,
representing the static head. The dynamic velocity is calculated based on the dynamic
flow and pipe cross section area and the elevation of each consumer is known from
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Figure 46. The head loss is calculated as the sum of continuous losses of those pipes
that connect the consumer to the storage tank. The resulting equation is

ℎ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =

𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝜌∗𝑔

= ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 −

𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 2
2∗𝑔

− ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 − ∑ ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

(3.15)

The pressure head is converted into pressure [psi] using the conversion factor
below.
1 𝑝𝑠𝑖 = 0.7031 𝑚 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑

(3.16)

The pressure is one key performance indicator that has to be kept in a range of
20 psi to 125 psi, as defined by RI Division of Public Utilities and Carriers48. The
pressure at each service connection is included in the agent presentation on the main
canvas, along with the current demand, name of the housing option and number of
residents.

3.2.2.4 Agent population Pumps
The agent population pumps consists of three agents of the type pump. The
pumps are characterized by the static parameters ID, elevation, total efficiency and
minimum time active until shut-off. Based on literature references the total efficiency
of the pumps is assumed to be 70 % for all three pumps49,124. During the simulation
run, dynamic variables are calculated, including the current flow, a Boolean value that
indicates if the pump is active or inactive, the number of (on-)switches of the pump, as
well as the dynamic pump head and resulting power. The pumps were dimensioned to
meet the specific demand of the modelled system in this case study. The flow of each
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pump in the active state is set to 800 l/min. The flow value is based on the ability of
the pumping station to potentially meet the maximum daily demand. The minimum
time active until shut-off is set to 60 minutes to reduce mechanical stress and the
amount of load peaks in the electricity system. The 60-minute duration was
determined through an iterative process (1, 15, 30, 60, 120 minutes), which is based on
the balance of further improvements on the energy self-sufficiency versus the
increased number of pump switches. Below 60 minutes, no significant improvements
on self-sufficiency could be achieved, while the number of pump switches increased
drastically. From an energy perspective, the pumps along with the storage tank are part
of the supply-side of the system. Using the Bernoulli equation, the required pump head
can be calculated.
𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
𝜌∗𝑔

+

𝑣𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 2
2∗𝑔

+ ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 =

𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘
𝜌∗𝑔

+

𝑣𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 2
2∗𝑔

+ ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 + ∑ ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 + Δℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙,𝑡−1

(3.17)

The velocity in the pump is calculated based on the flow and cross-sectional
area of pipe D0. The continuous losses that are considered in this equation are the
losses of pipes D0 and D2. To account for the additional or reduced energy required to
change the water level in the tank, a head differential term was added. If the water
level in the tank increases, additional energy has to be fed into the system to reach that
level. Due to the complexity of non-stationary hydraulic modelling, inertia losses due
to the acceleration of the moved fluid are not considered in this study. The pressure
and the velocity in the storage tank are assumed to be zero. The dynamic pump head
can thus be calculated as
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ℎ𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 =

𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
𝜌∗𝑔

= ℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 + ∑ ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 + Δℎ𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙,𝑡−1 −

𝑣𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 2
2∗𝑔

− ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝

(3.18)

The required electrical power that the pump needs to supply the set flow at the
current pump head can be calculated

𝑃𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝,𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 =

𝜌 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑄 ∗ ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑
𝑊
1000
∗ 𝜂𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
𝑘𝑊

(3.19)

Each of the three pumps is designed and dimensioned similar but the individual
behavior differs based on the fill level in the water storage tank. Figure 54 shows the
behavior of the individual pumps according to the fill level in the water storage tank.

Figure 54: Pump scheduling according to storage tank fill level, own figure

The three pumps along with the most important variables power, flow and
pump head are included in an agent presentation on the main canvas. Additionally, the
aggregated flow of all three pumps is included in the water supply and demand
balance time plot and the power of the pumps is included in the energy supply and
demand time plot. The pump schedule is changed in the adapted operation scenario to
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enable demand side management measures. The adapted pump behavior will be
explained in section 3.2.3.2.

3.2.2.5 Agent population Batches
To assess the impact of the introduction of demand side management measures
into the water supply system operation, batches have been modelled representing
water molecules travelling through the supply system. The agent population grows
with the simulation time, as every 60 minutes, a new sample batch is created. The
batch then travels through the distribution system following a first in first out (FIFO)
logic.
One residence hall has been chosen to create a sample path from water source
(pumps) to water sink (service line). Hillside Hall is a service connection that uses a
high share of the total distribution system length. The water at Hillside Hall is supplied
through the pipes D0 and D2, the elevated storage tank, the pipes D1-D1m, as well as
the connection S17 and S17b. The location and connection of Hillside Hall to the
distribution system is shown in Figure 44. The FIFO flow logic deviates slightly from
the actual supply system operation. At the first junction, any water molecule usually
decides whether it moves towards the storage tank or towards the demand side system.
According to the applied FIFO logic, the water molecule that enters the
distribution system first is the molecule that will exit the system first. Thus, every
molecule is assumed to travel through the cumulated volume of all pipes of the chosen
connection from source to Hillside Hall, as well as through the current volume of the
elevated storage tank. For every second, the molecule is assigned a distance travelled
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according to the current location in the system and the specific flow velocity in the
pipe, that currently contains the molecule. Once the distance travelled exceeds the total
pipe length, the molecule moves to the next pipe and the calculation start again for the
new pipe.
For the integration of the FIFO logic, the molecule travels through pipe D2
towards the storage tank, then travels through the current volume of the storage tank
and ultimately flows through an assumed parallel pipe D2* back towards the demand
side system. The velocity in pipe D2 on the way to the tank is based on the water
supply of the pumps. Similarly, the velocity in the storage tank and in pipe D2* is
based on the dynamic water demand. Due to the changing water volume in the storage
tank, the total volume that the molecule has to travel through has to be set for every
molecule at the time that it arrives at the tank.
Once the molecule enters the system, the current simulation time is set as the
starting time. When the molecule leaves the distribution system, the retention time is
calculated based on the arrival time and the start time.

3.2.2.6 Single agent Storage Tank
As only one storage tank exists in the water supply system, no agent population
needs to be created. The storage tank is characterized by the static parameters
diameter, height, elevation, minimum fill level and maximum fill level. The dynamic
water fill level in the tank is computed using flow and stock elements from the system
dynamics palette. Depending on the balance of water supply and water demand, the
differential flow towards the storage tank is positive or negative, resulting in a positive
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or negative change of the current volume of water inside the tank. The dynamic water
level height is calculated using the current volume and the cross-section area of the
cylindrical tank. The change of water level is calculated by subtracting the current
value from the water level at the time t-1. A state chart is used to define the current fill
status of the storage tank. The fill level is categorized according to Figure 54.

3.2.2.7 Single agent Energy Supply
For the reference scenario, only grid electricity is considered. The source of
energy is assumed to be infinite and any energy demand by the pumps is directly
translated to the energy supply from the grid. An additional parameter that
characterizes the grid electricity is the specific greenhouse gas emissions, as shown in
Figure 52. The temporal resolution of the simulation is one minute. The conversion
from kilowatt-hours to kilowatt-minutes is considered in the calculation of the total
carbon emissions of the water supply system operation.
For the adapted scenario, renewable energy data is imported into the model.
The data is scaled to potentially meet the demand of the water supply system, as
mentioned in 3.1.2.2. the specific carbon emission of the renewable energy sources are
defined as static parameters in the model. The dynamic total carbon emissions from
the renewable energies are calculated using the dynamic supply of each source
multiplied with the specific carbon emissions parameter.

3.2.3 Simulation Scenarios
This study includes three scenarios. The scenarios are different regarding the
operation of the water supply system as well as the energy supply option to meet the
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demand of the water supply system. After each simulation run, datasets will be written
into spreadsheets. The datasets will include the key performance indicators (KPI) total
energy consumption, total carbon emissions, degree of self-sufficiency, dynamic
storage tank fill level, number of pump switches, water renewal rate and mean system
pressure. In the simulation initialization, checkboxes are used to allow the user to
decide whether VRE should be included and DSM measures should be activated to
choose between the scenarios.

3.2.3.1 Sc. 1: Reference Scenario
Scenario Sc. 1 is the reference scenario for this study. Any improvements and
implications of the proposed idea of integrating renewable energies and adapting the
operation schedule will be compared to the reference scenario. The reference scenario
Sc. 1 can be further distinguished into Sc 1a and Sc 1b.
Sc 1a - Reference Scenario without Integration of VRE
Scenario Sc 1a is defined by the water supply system operation schedule
mentioned in section 3.2.2 and does not consider the integration of variable renewable
energy as a source of electricity. The behavior of the system entities, namely main,
pumps, pipes, consumer, storage tank and energy supply is explained in section 3.2.2.1
to section 3.2.2.7. No additional information is required for this scenario.
Sc 1b - Reference Scenario with Integration of VRE
Scenario Sc 1b is identical to Sc 1a regarding the operation schedule of the
water supply system. The only change made is that the potential of integrating variable
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renewable energy is included into the assessment. If available, electricity is supplied
by the renewable energy sources. If the demand exceeds the supply from renewable
energies, electricity will be supplied by the electricity grid. By integrating renewable
energies into the water supply system, the carbon emissions are expected to decrease.
Another key indicator is excess renewable energy. If the renewable energy supply
exceeds the demand, the water supply system in Sc 1b has no option to adapt the
operation schedule of the pumps to unlock the potential of the excess energy. The
energy balance from scenario Sc 1b will be compared to both scenario Sc 1a and Sc 2
regarding the carbon savings from the integration of VRE as well as the ability to use
excess renewable energy.

3.2.3.2 Sc. 2: Integration of VRE and DSM Measures
Scenario Sc 2 represents the proposed future scenario of integrating variable
renewable energy and adapting the operation schedule of energy consuming entities
towards matching the energy demand to the energy supply. Besides the ability to use
VRE as already covered by Scenario Sc 1b, Scenario Sc 2 will include an energy
flexible operation schedule of the water supply system. The water demand of the
residents will not be changed to ensure the comparability of the scenarios. To adapt the
operation schedule towards increasing the utilization of variable renewable energy, the
following adjustments are made to the water supply system operation.
The pumps define the energy demand of the water supply system. Based on the
demand and the current supply from VRE, the energy balance of the system will be
positive or negative. If the power from renewable energies exceeds the demand to
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potentially power an additional pump, the pump will be turned on. If the power falls
short of the demand to run the pumps that are currently active, the pumps will turn off
successively. If the supply exceeds the current demand for a period of less than 15
minutes, any pumps switched on will not be turned off before the 15 minutes have
elapsed. This ensures the comparability to the reference scenarios Sc 1a and Sc 1b.
Due to the adapted operation, additional security operation has to be added to the
schedule. The pumps P1, P2 and P3 are successively turned on, if the water level falls
below 40 %, 30 % and 20 % fill level, respectively. To avoid overflow of the tank, all
pumps are shut off if the water fill level exceeds 80 %. Figure 55 summarizes the
combined operation based on storage tank fill level and variable renewable energy
availability.

Figure 55: Adapted pump operation based on storage tank fill level and VRE availability, own figure

Scenario Sc 2 uses the concepts of load shifting, peak clipping and valley filling,
three key elements of demand side management, as explained in Figure 37. The
proposed improvements are a lower carbon intensity compared to scenario Sc 1a by
increasing the degree of self-sufficiency using VRE. Furthermore, the synchronization
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of energy demand and energy supply is expected to increase the utilization of
renewable energies regarding the reduction of excess energy from VRE. The adapted
operation schedule is likely to cause an increased total energy consumption of the
system. The potential impacts on the water supply system include an increased
retention time of the water in the system, increased wear of the pumps due to a higher
number of switches and a higher pressure in the distribution system, which may cause
more leakage. Each scenario will produce unique results regarding the key
performance indicators. The KPIs are exported into spreadsheets and are then
evaluated and compared. In chapter 4, a thorough assessment of the results are
conducted.
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4

FINDINGS

In this chapter, the results from the simulation runs of all three scenarios are
evaluated and compared. The reference scenario Sc 1a is visualized and interpreted
first, followed by Scenario Sc 1b, which includes the integration of variable renewable
energies. Lastly, the results from the proposed scenario Sc 2 are evaluated, including
the integration of variable renewable energy as well as demand side management
measures. Additionally, the three scenarios are compared side by side for each key
performance indicator to allow for a meaningful assessment of the proposed
improvement towards scenario Sc 2. The key performance indicator included in this
assessment are shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Key performance indicators for the evaluation of the simulation scenarios

Type

KPI

Unit

Total energy demand

[kWh]

Total excess VRE energy

[kWh]

Degree of energy self-sufficiency

[%]

Total CO2-emissions

[kg]

Mean system pressure (Hillside residence hall)

[psi]

Total number of pump switches (Pump I / II / III)

[-]

Mean storage tank fill level

[%]

Mean water retention time

[h]

Energy related

Water related
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4.1 Scenario Sc 1a results
The results of the simulation run of scenario Sc 1a are visualized in this section.
scenario Sc 1a is the reference scenario of this study. All improvements or implications
of scenario Sc 2 are compared to this reference scenario. This will allow to compare
the proposed integration of VRE and DSM measures to the current state of the system.
The results are distinguished into energy related and water related results. As CO2emissions are strongly related to the energy demand and the type of energy source, the
results are included in the energy results evaluation.

4.1.1 Sc 1a - Energy related results
The energy demand in scenario Sc 1a is solely covered by grid electricity.
Thus, the grid electricity supply is equal to the power demand at every time step.
Based on the pump schedule explained in section 3.2.2.4, the dynamic power demand
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Figure 56: Sc 1a - Dynamic power demand and storage tank fill level, own figure
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Storage Tank Fill Level [%]

of scenario Sc 1a is visualized in Figure 56.

Additionally, the storage tank fill level is included in the figure. Although the
pump schedule of scenario Sc 1a can be recognized, the storage tank fill level deviates
slightly from the trigger points at which the pumps are switched on and turned off.
Due to high water demand, the tank fill level may still fall, after an additional pump is
being turned on. Similarly, the fill level may rise even further, if a pump is turned off
due to very low demand. In the reference scenario Sc 1a, only pump I and pump II are
used to supply water to the distribution system. This represents that there is still
potential to increase the water supply, if needed. The safety margin can ensure
adequate fire flow potential as well as water supply in the case of an excessively high
demand. The minimum, maximum and mean power during the simulation run are
10.48 kW, 23.03 kW and 16.10 kW respectively. The cumulated energy demand and
resulting CO2-emissions during the simulation run of scenario Sc 1a is shown in
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Figure 57: Sc 1a - Cumulated energy demand and resulting CO2-emissions, own figure
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Figure 57.

The slope of the curve is proportional to the current power demand with a steep
slope representing a high power demand and a gentle slope representing a low power
demand. The total energy demand in scenario Sc 1a is 2705.27 kWh. Energy is solely
supplied by the electricity grid resulting in a degree of energy self-sufficiency of 0 %.
The specific CO2-emissions of the grid electricity supply are a static value, resulting in
directly proportion to the energy demand. The deviation of the line from the shaded
line plot is solely a result of the secondary axis range. The total CO2-emissions in
scenario Sc 1a are 1023.80 kg.

4.1.2 Sc 1a - Water related results
The water related results of simulation scenario Sc 1a are visualized and
interpreted in this section. The water demand is set to be identical in all three
scenarios. As a reference, it is still included in the Figure 58.
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Figure 58: Sc 1a – Dynamic water demand and water supply, own figure
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The water demand is included to visualize the differential flow, which flows
towards or from the storage tank. If the water supply exceeds the demand, water is fed
into the storage tank and the water level increases. Similarly, if the supply does not
meet the demand, additional water is drawn from the storage tank and the water level
decreases. Figure 59 shows the differential flow and the resulting change in storage
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Figure 59: Sc 1a - Differential flow and storage tank fill level, own figure

The differential flow is colored in green, if the value is positive and the
resulting change is the storage tank fill level is positive and in red, if the value is
negative and the resulting change in the storage tank fill level is negative. The storage
tank fill level at the end of the simulation run is 54.10 %. The minimum, maximum
and mean fill level of the storage tank are 36.06 %, 64.49 % and 51.31 %, respectively.
To evaluate the pressure in the distribution system throughout the simulation
run, one service connection is chosen as an indicator and to eventually compare the
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simulation scenarios. All continuous pipe losses are included in the evaluation. The
chosen service connection is Hillside Hall. According to Figure 44, Hillside hall is
supplied by the Pipes D0, D2 (storage tank) and D1-D1m as well as S17 and S17b and
thus represents a service line with very high pipe loses. Figure 60 shows the pressure
level at Hillside Hall throughout the simulation run.
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Figure 60: Sc 1a – Dynamic pressure level at Hillside Hall, own figure

Due to the relatively low fluctuations of the storage tank fill level, the pressure
does not change significantly. Additionally, changes in pressure are a result of the
current water demand, which influences the flow in the demand side system pipes and
thus the continuous losses. The minimum, maximum and mean pressure levels during
the simulation run are 43.29 psi, 55.02 psi and 51.58 psi, respectively.
The water retention time in the distribution system is calculated using sample
batches that flow through the distribution system on a designated path from source to
sink. The source is pipe D0 at its interface with the pumps and the sink is assumed to
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be the residence hall Hillside Hall. The retention time depends on the dynamic water
demand as well as on the operation schedule of the distribution system. The retention
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time of the sample batches is visualized in Figure 61.
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Figure 61: Sc 1a - Retention time of sample water batches and tank fill level, total batches arrived at simulation end
= 141, own figure

At the end of the simulation, not all batches have travelled through the entire
system. The last batch to arrive before the stop of the simulation is batch number 141.
As the interval of the samples is one hour, the x-axis is stretched to represent to total
simulation time of one week. Due to the first-in-first-out logic, the storage tank has the
greatest influence on the retention time. The dynamic fill level in the tank is included
into the figure. The graphs show a clear delayed correlation between the storage tank
fill level and the sample batch retention time. Additionally, the retention time is highly
dependent on the dynamic water demand, which determines the height differential in
the storage tank. The minimum, maximum and mean water retention time in scenario
Sc 1a is 23.42 h, 35.23 h and 29.35 h, respectively.
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Pump I is running throughout the whole duration of the simulation, while pump
II is turned three times as a reaction to storage tank fill level decrease caused by large
negative differential flows (high demand, insufficient supply). As the storage tank fill
level does not drop significantly, pump III is not required and thus not switched on
during the reference scenario.

4.2 Scenario Sc 1b results
Scenario Sc 1b represents the same case as the reference scenario Sc 1a, but
includes the potential of integrating variable renewable energy as an electricity source.
No changes are made to the water supply system operation schedule. The demand, the
supply, the pump schedule and resulting KPIs differential flow, storage tank fill level,
pressure level, retention time are thus equal to scenario Sc 1a and will not be discussed
further. The energy related results of scenario Sc 1b are visualized and interpreted in
section 4.2.1.

4.2.1 Sc 1b - Energy related results
The major difference between scenario Sc 1a and Sc 1b is the consideration of
the variable renewable energy potential and thus the potential self-sufficiency and
CO2-emissions. While in this section, the results of scenario Sc 1b are visualized and
interpreted, the results of all three scenarios will be compared and evaluated in section
4.4. Figure 62 shows the water supply system power demand, which is identical to the
power demand in scenario Sc 1a. Additionally, the variable renewable energy supply is
shown.
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Figure 62: Sc 1b - VRE power supply and water supply system power demand, own figure

The VRE supply is scaled to potentially meet the energy demand of the water
supply system. The cumulated energy demand is thus identical to the cumulated
energy supply. Still, there are both time periods, in which the VRE supply can power
the water supply system entirely and time periods in which the VRE supply is not
enough to meet the power demand. In case of a lack of power, the required additional
power is supplied by the electricity grid. Especially at night, where solar energy is not
available and wind energy is relatively low (in this VRE supply data sample), almost
all power needs to be supplied by grid electricity. On the other hand, during high VRE
power availability, there is a large amount of excess energy.
Figure 63 shows the power demand including the time periods that the VRE
power supply is sufficient to meet the demand and the time periods that grid electricity
has to be added to meet the power demand. Additionally, the excess power of the
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variable renewable energies is shown in the transparent dark-yellow color. The total
excess VRE energy during the simulation run is 1400.60 kWh.
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Figure 63: Sc 1b - VRE power supply and grid power supply to meet the WSS power demand including excess
VRE power, own figure

At every time step, the VRE supply meets a share between 0% to 100% of the
power demand. This share is considered the degree of power self-sufficiency. If the
VRE power supply is VRE = 0, all power has to be supplied by grid electricity and the
power self-sufficiency is 0%. If the VRE power is equal or exceeds the power demand
of the water supply system, the power self-sufficiency is 100%. As the total energy
demand is represented as the integral under the demand curve, the degree of energy
self-sufficiency can be calculated. Figure 64 shows the cumulated energy demand and
the supply by variable renewable energies and grid electricity.
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Figure 64: Sc 1b - Energy demand and supply by VRE and grid electricity and degree of self-sufficiency (floating
mean), own figure

The total energy demand of the water supply system is identical to the demand
in scenario Sc 1a. Despite the shared supply by VRE and grid electricity, the graph
looks similar to the cumulated energy demand in Figure 57. Included in the figure is
the floating mean of the degree of energy self-sufficiency. At the end of the simulation
run, the degree of energy self-sufficiency is 48.21 %.
Compared to scenario Sc 1a, the CO2-emissions are calculated as the product
of the current power supply of both VRE and grid electricity and their specific CO2emission coefficients. The different specific CO2-emission coefficients of photovoltaic
power and wind power are considered using the current ratio of each source and the
total VRE power at each time step. The cumulated CO2-emissions during the
simulation run are visualized in Figure 65.
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Figure 65: Sc 1b - Cumulated CO2-emissions and cumulated energy supply, own figure

The cumulated energy supply by VRE and grid electricity are included to allow
for comparison of scenario Sc 1b and Sc 1a. The vertical axis range is kept identical to
visualize the different results. The total cumulated CO2-emissions in scenario Sc 1b
are 584.31 kg.

4.3 Scenario Sc 2
In this section, the results from simulation scenario Sc 2 will be visualized and
interpreted. Scenario Sc 2 represents the proposed potential future scenario with
integrated variable renewable energy supply and the implementation of demand side
management measures into the water supply system operation. The results are
distinguished into energy related and water related results. Beginning with the energyrelated results, the focus will be on the total energy demand, excess VRE power,
degree of self-sufficiency and resulting CO2-emissions.
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4.3.1 Sc 2 - Energy related results
In this section, the energy related results of simulation scenario Sc 2 are
visualized and interpreted. The style of the graphs will be kept similar to the results
sections of simulation scenarios Sc 1a and Sc 1b to allow comparison of the scenarios.
Nevertheless, section 4.4 will aggregate and visualize the results of all three scenarios
side-by-side to show the improvements and draw-backs of the integration of VRE and
DSM measures. The dynamic power demand of the water supply system has changed
significantly in scenario Sc 2. The VRE supply and WSS power demand are shown in
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Figure 66.
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Figure 66: Sc 2 - VRE power supply and water supply system power demand, own figure

The VRE power supply graph is set transparent and the power demand curve is
filled to highlight the adapted water supply system power demand. Due to the variable
renewable energy-adapted operation schedule of the water supply system, the pumps
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are operated more dynamically with the goal to synchronize the power demand with
the available VRE power supply.
At low VRE availability, the water supply system is run on minimum power
within the required boundaries of ensuring good physical water quality in form of
sufficient pressure and flow. At high VRE availability, the water supply system runs on
maximum flow within the limits of maximum pressure requirements in the water
supply system. The minimum, maximum and mean power during the simulation run
are 0.00 kW, 36.60 kW and 16.05 kW respectively. The resulting share of VRE and
grid electricity to meet the power demand is shown in Figure 67.
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Figure 67: Sc 2 - VRE power supply and grid power supply to meet the WSS power demand including excess VRE
power, own figure

Due to the combined power demand of the three running pumps at high VRE
availability, the excess VRE power is comparatively low. The cumulated excess energy
is 581.18 kWh.
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The visible area of both VRE power supply and grid power supply represents the
share of each power source to meet the power demand. The high share of VRE power
supply is clearly visible during most days. To maintain the physical water quality,
pumps are sometimes turned on at night to keep the fill level in the storage tank at a
sufficient height and to maintain the minimum pressure in the water supply system.
The resulting energy self-sufficiency is shown in Figure 68 along with the cumulated
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Figure 68: Sc 2 - Energy demand and supply by VRE and grid electricity and degree of self-sufficiency (floating
mean), own figure

Due to the adapted operation of the water supply system, the cumulated energy
demand is 2697.20 kWh. The energy self-sufficiency reaches a value of 78.48 % at the
end of the simulation run. The high share of renewable energies results in a reduction
of total CO2-emissions. The cumulated emissions compared to the total energy demand
supplied by both VRE and grid electricity are shown in Figure 69.
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Figure 69: Sc 2 - Cumulated CO2-emissions and cumulated energy supply, own figure

The results of the proposed future scenario Sc 2 are promising regarding the
energy related KPIs. After visualizing and interpreting the water related results, all
KPIs are compared in section 4.4.

4.3.2 Sc 2 – Water related results
In this section, the water related results of simulation scenario Sc 2 are
visualized and interpreted. Due to the adapted operation schedule, changes in pump
switches, dynamic water supply, system pressure, storage tank fill level and retention
time are expected. The water demand is identical in all three simulation scenarios. The
water supply and water demand are shown in Figure 70.
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Figure 70: Sc 2 - Dynamic water demand and water supply, own figure

In the water supply graph, the current states of the three pumps can be
identified clearly. The supply matches the demand very well at around noon but falls
short of it during the mornings and evenings, where pump supply is reduced due a
lower availability of variable renewable energy. The adapted pump schedule effects
the differential flow towards and from the storage tank and thus the water fill level in
the tank. Both variables are visualized in Figure 71.
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Figure 71: Sc 2 - Differential flow and storage tank fill level, own figure

The water balance (differential volume) shows much larger fluctuations than in
scenarios Sc 1a and Sc 1b. Again, it is evident that the water balance relates directly to
the change in the storage tank fill level. The amplitude of both the negative water
balance and positive water balance values is much higher than in the previous
scenarios, indicating that the pumps are run at either very high or very low or
sometimes zero supply. During the time that the pumps are shut off completely, the
storage tank and thus the water balance meets the total demand of the consumers. The
minimum, maximum and mean storage tank fill levels are 35.43 %, 52.52 % and
42.36 %, respectively. The fill level at the end of the simulation is 41.13 %.
Due to the lower mean water storage tank fill level, the pressure within the
distribution system is expected to be lower on average. The dynamic pressure at
Hillside Hall during the simulation run is shown in Figure 72.
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Figure 72: Sc 2 - Dynamic pressure level at Hillside Hall, own figure

The minimum, maximum and mean pressure at Hillside Hall during the
simulation are 40.22 psi, 55.49 psi and 51.25 psi, respectively. The expectation, that
due to the adapted pump schedule, pressure problems would occur, is thus falsified.
Contrary to the expectation, the pressure in the water distribution system is lower on
average than in the scenarios Sc 1a and Sc 1b.
The water retention time in scenario has changed significantly. Due to the
integration of demand side management measures into the water supply system
operation, the water supply and thus the dynamic fill level in the tank have changed
compared to scenario Sc 1. The retention time with both the integration of VRE and
DSM measures is shown in Figure 73, including the storage tank fill level as a
reference.
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Figure 73: Sc 2 - Retention time of sample water batches and tank fill level, total batches arrived at simulation end
= 139, own figure

The water retention time is both dependent on the storage tank fill level and the
water demand. Additionally, the retention time in pipe D0 is solely dependent on the
water supply. Due to the potential of the improved operation schedule to increase the
water supply at times of high VRE availability, the retention time during those time
periods is comparatively low, reaching a minimum of 16.01 hours. Even though the
pumps are shut off during long periods of low water demand and low VRE
availability, the maximum retention time during the simulation run is kept low at 36.45
hours. The mean retention time of all sample batches in scenario Sc 2 is 24.66 hours.
The pumps I, II and III are turned on and off very often. To avoid unnecessary
switches, a pump stays on for 60 minutes, before it can turn off again. Due to the
significant fluctuations of the variable renewable energy supply, sudden but short
supply peaks drive the operation control towards switching on a pump. This pump is
then kept on for 60 minutes. This security and wear-reducing measure potentially
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increases the dependence on grid electricity but is required to successfully operate the
water supply system using variable renewable energy. The pumps I, II and III are
switched on 47 times, 42 times and 32 times respectively.
Overall, the water related results are promising and below the expectations of
potential threats due to extremely low or high pressures. It is important to mention,
that measures towards maintaining the physical water quality, such as pressure and
flow have been implemented to reduce the potential of threats that may affect the
physical water quality. An operation schedule based solely on renewable energy
availability may lead to very high and low storage tank water fill levels or distribution
system pressures, potentially causing physical harm to the system and reducing the
physical water quality.

4.4 Comparative Evaluation
In this section, the three scenarios Sc 1a, Sc 1b and Sc 2 are compared based on
the key performance indicators mentioned in Table 7. The KPIs are distinguished into
energy related results and water related results, which will be interpreted and analyzed
in the sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, respectively.
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4.4.1 Comparative Evaluation - Energy related results
In this section, the energy related results from the simulation scenarios Sc 1a,
Sc 1b and Sc 2 are compared. The first aspect is to compare the power demand of the
water supply system. As in scenario Sc 2, the operation schedule is changed
significantly, a comparison will reveal the main aspects of the adapted operation
compared to the initial schedule. Figure 74 shows the power demand of both Sc 1a and
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Figure 74: Comparative evaluation - Power demand and VRE supply, own figure

The red line represents the power demand according to the initial operation
schedule. The operation schedule does not consider the availability of renewable
energy and thus operates solely based on the fill level in the storage tank. While at
some time periods, the initial schedule overlaps well with high availability of
renewable energy (e.g. Day 4, 08:00 to 18:00), a lot of energy needs to be supplied by
the electricity grid at times of high power demand and low or even no availability of
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VRE (e.g. Day 6, 20:00 – Day 7, 08:00). Besides that, high VRE availability can’t be
made any use of due to the inability to synchronize the power demand to the VRE
supply, leading to a high amount of excess renewable energy (e.g. Day 5, 08:00 –
18:00).
The ability of the optimized schedule to adapt to high or low VRE availability
allows the water supply system to reduce or increase its current power demand by
switching pumps on or off. Two improvements can be achieved by doing so. Most
importantly, the utilization of variable renewable energy can be increased by
increasing the power demand during high VRE availability. Besides that, grid
electricity can be avoided during time periods of low VRE availability. These two
improvements go hand in hand, as shutting down pumps is only possible if they have
been running at a higher flow rate before.
Despite the good fit of the power demand to the VRE supply, the water supply
system is still not capable of using all the available renewable energy, as the power
demand of the system is limited (Day 3, 08:00 – 16:00). The load-shifting approach
can thus not be used to its full potential, which eventually causes the storage tank
water level to trigger pumps to be switched on to maintain the physical integrity of the
water (Day 5, 20:00 – Day 6, 04:00). Additional pumps, that are off or idle most of the
time could add even more potential to utilize the available renewable energy and
reduce the dependency on grid electricity. The integration of such a number of overdimensioned pumps needs to be assessed in future studies regarding the feasibility and
higher initial environmental impacts due to the added entity.
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Despite the very differently distributed power demand, the energy demand
throughout the sample week simulation of scenario Sc 2 is very similar to Sc 1a and Sc
1b. Figure 75 shows the total energy demand of both scenario Sc 1b and Sc 2.
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Figure 75: Comparative evaluation – Total energy demand and VRE supply share, own figure

The total energy demand of both scenarios is almost identical. While in
scenario Sc 1b, 2705.27 kWh are consumed, in scenario Sc 2, 2697.20 kWh are
consumed. The difference is likely to be the result of the slightly lower storage tank fill
level at the end of the simulation in scenario Sc 2. The major difference between Sc 1b
and Sc 2 is the share of VRE supply. Figure 75 shows, that in scenario Sc 2, the system
is able to utilize more renewable energy at a similar total energy demand. The graphs
Cumulated Energy VRE of Sc 1b and Sc 2 result in a degree of energy self-sufficiency
at the end of the simulation of 48.21 % and 78.48 %, respectively. The high degree of
energy self-sufficiency reduces the dependency on carbon-intensive grid electricity.
The energy self-sufficiency and the CO2-emissions are shown in Figure 76.
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Figure 76: Comparative evaluation – Energy self-sufficiency and CO2-emissions, own figure

From Scenario Sc 1a, the energy self-sufficiency could be increased from 0%
to 48 % solely by the integration of variable renewable energies, resulting in a
decrease in CO2-emissions of 42.92 %. The additional implementation of demand side
management measures to increase the utilization of renewable energies led to a further
increase of energy self-sufficiency by 30 % while cutting the carbon-intensity by an
additional 46.5 % compared to scenario Sc 1b. The total cut of CO2-emissions that
could be achieved in scenario Sc 2 compared to the reference scenario Sc 1a is 69.4 %.
Due to the improved operation schedule and resulting improvement regarding
the utilization of the available renewable energy, the excess renewable energy was
reduced from scenario Sc 1b to Sc 2. The cumulated excess renewable energy in
scenario S 1b and S 2 are shown in Figure 77. For reference, the cumulated VRE
supply is added.
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Figure 77: Comparative evaluation – Cumulated VRE supply and excess renewable energy, own figure

Figure 77 shows clearly, that the total renewable energy cumulates throughout
the day, when the VRE supply is very high. The flat segments represent the night, in
which not much renewable energy is generated. Photovoltaic power is not available
during the night and in the week of the specific sample data, wind energy is very low
during most nights. The excess energy graphs for Sc 1b and Sc 2 show that in Sc 2, the
water supply system can use most of the available renewable energy, while in Sc 1, the
excess energy can’t be used due to the inability to run the energy intensive pumps
accordingly. The total excess energy in the scenarios Sc 1b and Sc 2 is 1400,60 kWh
and 588.15 kWh, respectively, resulting in a reduction of excess renewable energy by
58.0 %.
A summary of the scenario comparison of the energy related is provided in
Table 8. If the desired value of a KPI is low, reductions in value compared to previous
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scenarios are marked in green and increases are marked in red. Similarly, if the desired
value of a KPI is high, increases are marked red and reductions are marked green.
Table 8: Comparative evaluation – Summary of energy related results

KPI

Unit

Sc 1a

Sc 1b

∆ to Sc 1a

Sc 2

∆ to Sc 1a

∆ to Sc 1b

Energy demand

[kWh]

2705.3

2705.3

+-0%

2697.2

-0.3%

-0.3%

Minimum
power demand

[kW]

10.5

10.5

+-0%

0

-∞%

-∞%

peak power
demand

[kW]

23.0

23.0

+-0%

36.6

+59.1%

+59.1%

Mean power
demand

[kW]

16.1

16.1

+-0%

16.05

-0.3%

-0.3%

Degree of
energy selfsufficiency

[%]

0

48.2

+48.2%

78.5

+78.5%

+30.3 %

Cumulated
CO2-emissions

[kg]

1023.8

584.3

-42.9%

312.6

-69.4%

-46.5%

Excess
renewable
energy

[kWh]

-

1400.6

-

588.2

-

-58.0%
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4.4.2 Comparative Evaluation - Water related Results
In this section, the water related results of the simulation scenarios Sc 1a and
Sc 1b are compared to the results of simulation scenario Sc 2. As mentioned in section
4.2, Scenario Sc 1a and Sc 1b are identical regarding the operation of the water supply
system. The pump schedule is solely depended on the control variable storage tank fill
level. In Scenario Sc 2, the pump schedule is additionally dependent on the currently
available renewable energy. The specific system operation can be found in chapter 3 in
the sections 3.1.1.4, 3.2.2.4 and 3.2.3.2.
For this comparison, scenario Sc 1a and Sc 1b will be referred to as Sc 1. The
scenarios will be compared using the key performance indicators mentioned in Table
7. A first overview is visualized in Figure 78, which shows the dynamic water demand
and the water supply in both the scenario Sc 1 and Sc 2.
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Figure 78: Comparative evaluation – Dynamic water demand and water supply, own figure
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The water demand is identical in both scenarios, but the water supply differs
significantly. The water supply, by design, is determined by the pump operation. If one
pump is active, the water supply is 800 l/min. If two or three pumps are active, the
water supply is 1600 l/min and 2400 l/min, respectively. The water supply correlates
directly with the power demand. The graphs thus look very similar to the power
demand graphs in Figure 74. In Figure 74, the power demand of Sc 1 does not match
the variable energy supply well, while the power demand of Sc 2 increases the
synchronization of demand and supply. Interestingly, a similar pattern can be detected
regarding the water supply in the scenarios Sc 1 and Sc 2 and the dynamic water
demand. But although it seems that the water supply in scenario Sc 2 matches the
water demand much better than the supply in scenario Sc 1, a closer look reveals that
the VRE supply alone is not sufficient to run the pumps during the very high morning
and evening water demand peaks. The water balance changes significantly from
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scenario Sc 1 to Sc 2. In Figure 79, the two scenarios are compared side-by-side.
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Figure 79: Comparative evaluation - Water balance, own figure
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If the water balance is below zero, the water supply will not be enough to meet
the demand and additional volumes have to be drawn from the storage tank. If the
water supply matches the demand exactly, the water balance is zero and no water is
fed into or drawn from the tank. If the supply exceeds the demand, the excess water is
fed into the storage tank. Figure 59 and Figure 71 have shown the direct correlation
between water balance and storage tank fill level.
In both scenarios, reoccurring patterns can be detected. Scenario Sc 1 is shaped
by continuous high positive water balances at night and negative water balances
during the daily demand peaks in the morning, at lunch and in the evening. Scenario
Sc 2 on the other hand shows opposing water balances during many periods. During
high VRE availability, the water supply is very high and sometimes even exceeds the
demand peaks during the day while at night, the pumps are shut-off to conserve energy
and the low nightly water demand is met entirely by the storage tank.
If the fill level in the tank decreases too much, pumps are run based on the
initial operation schedule, even if no VRE is available. On day 6 at night, the water
balances match due to the security-oriented operation in scenario Sc 2. Figure 80
shows the resulting changes in the dynamic fill level of the storage tank.
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Figure 80: Comparative evaluation - Storage tank fill level, own figure

Due to the more flexible operation schedule in scenario Sc 2, the storage tank
fill level can be kept in a narrower range than in the reference scenario. The difference
between the highest and lowest fill level for scenario Sc 1 and Sc 2 is 25.43 % and
17.10 %, respectively.
While this outcome was not expected, it is favorable for scenario Sc 2 and
indicates are more constant pressure in the distribution system. Despite the narrower
range, the mean fill level in the storage tank is lower in total. This reduces the overall
pressure in the distribution system and thus reduces the potential for cracks and
leakages. Figure 81 shows the pressure level at Hillside Hall during the simulation run.
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Figure 81: Comparative evaluation – Pressure level at Hillside Hall, own figure

As mentioned above, the pressure level is dependent on the storage tank fill
level. Figure 81 shows, that the pressure in scenario Sc 2 is mostly below the pressure
in scenario Sc 1, confirming the interpretation of the storage tank fill level. Still, it
does exceed the pressure level of Sc 1 during several shorter periods. The mean
pressure level in scenario Sc 1 and scenario Sc 2 are 51.58 psi and 51.25 psi,
respectively. The change of the pressure level through the implementation of demand
side management measures is marginal and can thus be considered insignificant.
Despite the pressure level and the flow rate, the third important parameter to
evaluate the physical water integrity is the water retention time. A sample residence
hall is chosen to represent the retention time in the system. As the water demand is not
changed from scenario Sc 1 to scenario Sc 2, one sample residence hall can be used to
evaluate and compare the retention time. The behavior of the sample batches or
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molecules is explained in section 3.2.2.5, including the FIFO approach to evaluate the
retention time. The retention time of both scenarios is visualized in Figure 82.
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Figure 82: Comparative evaluation – Retention time of sample water batches, own figure

Scenario Sc 2 shows a lower retention time in the water system on average.
The shape of the graphs depends on the specific and dynamic velocity of both all pipes
that connect the water source and sink as well as the discharge rate of the storage tank.
High retention times usually occur during night, when the demand and thus the
discharge rate in the storage tank are very low. The next batch is already closer to the
morning peak and takes less time to travel through the system. This explains the graph
shape at e.g. batch 90 – batch 103, Sc 2.
Due to the high volume of the storage tank, most of the retention time occurs
during the FIFO-based flow through the storage tank. In scenario Sc 1, the share of the
time spent in the storage tank compared to the total time spent in the system is 93.7 %.
The lower average fill level of the storage tank in scenario Sc 2 reduce the time that
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the sample batches spend in the storage tank. The share of the time spent in the tank
compared to the total retention time in scenario Sc 2 is 88.3 %. The average retention
time in the distribution system in the scenarios Sc 1 and Sc 2 are 29.35 hours and
24.66 hours, respectively.
Contrary to the apprehension that the DSM measures would lead to a significant
increase of the retention time, this result shows that the implementation of a variable
renewable energy oriented, flexible operation schedule might actually be favorable
regarding physical water integrity parameters.
The final water related key performance indicator is the number of switches of the
three water pumps. Figure 74 and Figure 78 have already included the number of
pump switches translated into a power demand and water supply graph, respectively.
While the figures show more flexible behavior of the operation schedule in scenario
Sc 2, they do not include the total number of switches of the three water pumps. Figure
83 shows the total number of pump switches for all three pumps and the two scenarios.
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Figure 83: Comparative evaluation – Total number of pump switches, own figure

The number of switches increases dramatically. With an average increase of 39
switches, the pumps are activated approximately 30 times more often than in scenario
Sc 1. This may cause significant mechanical wear of the pumps as well as impacts on
the pressure in the water system. Due to the hydraulic complexity of non-stationary
flow and implicit calculations, the impact of sudden increases or reductions in water
pressure caused by shutting off or switching on the pumps could not be considered in
this study. Additionally, the process stages of the pumps are solely distinguished into
the states off and on. Potential power peaks during the ramp-up of the pumps are not
considered. The summary of the water related results of the scenario comparison is
provided in Table 9.
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Table 9: Comparative evaluation – Summary of water related results

KPI

Unit

Sc 1

Sc 2

∆ to Sc 1b

Min storage tank fill level

[%]

39.06

35.43

- 9.3 %

Mean storage tank fill level

[%]

51.31

42.36

- 17.4 &

Max storage tank fill level

[%]

64.49

52.52

- 18.6 %

Min pressure

[psi]

43.29

40.22

-7.1 %

Mean pressure

[psi]

51.58

51.25

- 0.6 %

Max pressure

[psi]

55.02

55.48

+ 0.8 %

Min water retention time

[h]

23.42

16.00

- 31.7 %

Mean water retention time

[h]

29.35

24.66

- 15.98 %

Max water retention time

[h]

35.23

36.45

- 3.3 %

Total number of pump
switches

[-]

4

121

+3025 %

While most of the key performance indicators could be improved in scenario Sc 2
compared to Sc 1, the maximum pressure in the system was increased slightly. The
most negative, but also a predicted effect is the significant increase in the total number
of pump switches. Interestingly, he KPI categories mean water retention time, mean
storage tank fill level and mean system pressure could be improved by introducing
variable renewable energies and an energy flexible operation schedule.
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5

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the results of this study are summarized and discussed. The major
findings from the comparative evaluation of the proposed future scenario and the
reference scenario are the focus of the discussion. In section 5.2, the limitation of the
study are propounded with a focus on the level of abstraction of the simulation model
and resulting assumptions that were made to successfully model the case study.
Finally, an outlook is given towards how the results of this study can be used in the
physical system and how the research in the field of energy flexibility in water supply
systems can be continued.

5.1 Summary and Discussion
In this study, the potential of a water supply system to increase the utilization of
variable renewable energy was assessed. The objective was to reduce the carbonintensity of the water supply and to reduce the dependency on grid electricity, while
maintaining the physical integrity of the water within the system. Three scenarios were
evaluated regarding their energy related and water related key performance indicators.
The comparative study included the scenarios
Sc 1a,

a reference scenario, which represents an abstracted version of the
currently existing water supply system at the University of Rhode
Island,

Sc 1b,

the reference scenario including the potential of integrating on-site
variable renewable energy and
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Sc 2,

a potential future scenario including the integration of on-site variable
renewable energy as well as an adapted energy-flexible operation
schedule of the water supply system using demand side management
measures.
The scenarios were modelled and continuously refined to provide an adequate

level of modelling abstraction. Subsequently, the simulation runs were conducted, and
the results were visualized and interpreted. The integration of renewable energy alone
enabled the water supply system to operate at a degree of energy self-sufficiency of 48
%, resulting in a reduction of 43 % in CO2-emissions. By introducing an energyflexible operation schedule of the water supply system, the utilization of currently
available renewable energy could be increased further. The degree of energy selfsufficiency could be increased to 78.5 %, cutting carbon emissions by more than two
thirds compared to the reference scenario.
Included in the hypothesis of this study was the objective to keep the negative
impacts on the physical water integrity to a minimum. The apprehensions, that the
novel operating schedule might result in an increased average system pressure and
increased retention time of the water within the distribution system have been
confounded. The average system pressure did not change significantly (-0.6%) and the
water retention time could be reduced by 16 %. The major negative impact resulting
from the adapted operation schedule was the increased total number of pump switches.
While in the reference scenario, the total number of switches was four, it was 121 in
the proposed future scenario.
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This study shows the potential of energy flexibility measures to increase the
utilization of variable renewable energies. Applying these measures to a water supply
system adds more load shifting potential within energy systems with high shares of
fluctuating renewable energy. Overcoming the hurdle to adapt energy demand to a
fluctuating energy supply, the potential of this study can be applied on different scales
from decentralized, energy self-sufficient communities to large interconnected energy
and water supply systems.

5.2 Limitations of the Study
The results of this study are not based on physical experiments or the application
of the DSM measures and integration of variable renewable energy into the physically
existing system. The study assesses a digital twin model of the physical twin model
and is thus subject to a certain degree of modelling abstraction. The temporal
resolution of one minute of the simulation model is comparatively high, but the
simulation duration is limited to one week. Especially regarding the dimensioning of
variable renewable energy supply, seasonal fluctuation has an important impact on the
performance of the proposed measures and is likely to negatively influence the study
results.
Additionally, this study is based on the campus layout, resident populations and
water supply system data of the University of Rhode Island but it does not necessarily
represent the physical water supply system of the URI water district. Instead, the
model represents a potential community, which is based on the available data about the
University of Rhode Island campus. The water demand is characterized by a typical
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daily routine of campus residents and does not include additional water use for
laboratory facilities, dining halls, swimming halls and additional entities based on
campus.
The study includes hydraulic modelling of non-stationary incompressible pipe
flows. Due to the computation complexity of implicit equations, the hydraulic model
on which this study is based includes approximations commonly used to avoid solving
implicit equations. The level of abstraction of the study includes hydraulic and
energetic aspects that have been considered insignificant for the comparison of the
scenarios, such as minor head losses in the supply system and short-term power
demand peaks due to pump ramp-ups.

5.3 Outlook
The comparative study of the utilization of renewable energies using energy
flexibility measures in water supply system builds a foundation for potentially
significant future water-energy nexus research. Contrary to the traditional approach to
increase the efficiency of energy consuming entities, this study focuses on the
potential of flexibility, which can only be achieved by allowing system entities to react
to both lack of power and excess power.
The simulation model was purposely built to allow a user to change the
simulation scenarios easily. Data from other cases can be connected to the simulation
model with minor data preparation needed. One potential future focus will be to assess
the seasonal variability of renewable energy generation and the resulting impacts on
the performance of the proposed approach. This could be achieved by using the same
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temporal resolution with sample data from different seasons or by reducing the
temporal resolution of the simulation steps and thus enable the model to simulate the
time frame of a whole year or for a climatological monthly scenario. The latter is
assumed to be unfavorable, as the system operates at a very high temporal resolution,
which would reduce the accuracy and increase the level of abstraction of the
simulation model. The model will be continuously refined to make it more userfriendly and interactive. Due to data acquisition restriction from the URI water supply
system, a future focus based on this study should be to continuously gain more valid
information and data about the distribution system of the URI water district.
This study focusses on the environmental assessment of the proposed
approach. Future studies on energy flexibility in water supply systems should provide
a holistic perspective, including an economic assessment, the assessment of more
environmental impact categories, including carbon emission footprints, and the
evaluation of the long-term performance of the proposed approach.
Lastly, one proposed outcome of the continuous work on the study subject is to
create a simulation model which is connected to a live database. Live renewable
energy power generation data and live water demand data could be used as a data
source to continuously feed the simulation model. During the simulation, the model
can be used as a graphical user interface to trigger actions as well as to visualize and
evaluate the current performance and to compare different operation and energy
supply scenarios and encourage improvement practices.
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